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Ili'l'ELLECTUAL CRISIS Ill BY LOVE POSSESSED AND HERZOG 
. 
' by Carol L. Felder 
Altstract 
The ce•mon denominator between James Gould Cozzens' !J:. Leve Possessed and Saul Bellow's Herzog is the develop~ 
aent by their respective protagonists ot a new view or 
the world. At the OUtset of lz. Love Possessed, Arthur Winner J 
feels very much in control of his lifeo He believes it ie 
possible to live as one wishes largely by a strict adherence 
to the dictates er reason. Emotional or irrational behavior 
_seem to be the prime c~uses of misery in the human sphere, 
' \ 
and as Winner is guilty of neither, he believes him.self 
immune from the major and minor sufferings of those around 
,. him. Cozzens also upholds reason as an ideal. lut he recog~ 
nizes that chance, the passage of time, and the unreasonable behavior of ot~ers ean directly affect the lives of even 
,' totally reasonable men. In the book this 'truth is eventually 
toreed upon Winner through a series of recollections, a 
chain o~ events leading to a suicide, and the final discovery 
et a crime in his--iaw firm for which heis_legally responsible. Winner comes to understand that his rational world is an 
ideal which must be tempered by irrational reality. He 
accepts the· limitations placed upon bis own ability to con-
trol life, and he does not give in to despair. Instead, he 
recegnizes that reasonable behavier is still necessary and 
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a .Taluahle force if man. is to avert cbaos. 
( 
Meses Herzo.g aegins in a state of chaos. He has attempted 
· to understand the world through the use of his intellect, 
and he has !ailed. He has tried to conduct his personal a!-
- fairs on the- streng.th of his own moral behavior, and here, 
h too, he has failed. Weighed down by the shambles of his 
·professional and personal life, unsur~ of his prC>per role 
as an individual in a mass society, Herzo~ seeks to com.pre~ 
hemd his situation. Through his recoll~ctions and letters, 
one sees his development from a posture of justification aad 
revenge to one of acceptance of himself and his life with 
'\ 
ne explanations necessary. It is perm.issable to simply live. 
Freed from the burden of attempting to arrive at explanations, 
Herzog can at last open himself to life, and to the emotional 
.understanding that life is more than man '·s explanations of . 
it. And for Herzog, though not for Arthur Winner, this is 
cause for celebration. 
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The coaamon denominator between James Gould Cozzens' 
.............. .-.....~---~e.d~·· and Saul Bellow's Herzog ie the deTelop.. 
ment by their :respective protagonists of a new view of 
the world. At the outset of Bl: Love Possessed, Arthur Winner 
feels very much in control of his life. He believes it 1e 
possible to live as one wishes largely by a strict adhere·nce 
to the _dictates-or reason. Emotional or irrational behavior 
seem to be the prdsne causes of misery in the human sphere, 
and .as Winner:i.is guilty or neither, he belieTes himse1! ' 
i•mnune r-~om the minor and major sut:fering3 of those around 
·him. Cozzens also·upholds reason as an ideal. But he recog-
nizes that chance, the passage of time, and the unreasonable behavior or others can directly affect the lives of even 
totally reasonable men. In the book this truth is eventually 
. forced upon Winner through a series or recollections, a 
.• 
chain ot·events leading to a sui.cide, and the final discOTery 
of a crime ia hi.s 1aw firm £or which he is legally responsible. Winner comes to understand that his ratioaal world ia an 
ideal which must be tempered by an irrational reality. He 
accepts ·the lim:t.~tions placed upon his own ability to cou- · 
· trel lite, 8.B-d he does not giye in to despair. Instead, he 
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·. r~cognises that reasonable behavior is still a ••eeaaary 
and Yaluable force it man is to aTert chaos. 
Moses Herzog begins in a state or chaos. He has attempted 
to understand the world through the uee or his intellect, ;,> 
" 
and he has failed. He has tried to conduct his personal at-fairs on the strength of his own moral behaTior, and here, 
too, he has failed. Weighed down by the shambles or his 
professional and personal life, unsure of his proper role 
as: an individual in a mass society, Herzog seeks to compre-hend .his situation. T~ough his recollections and letters, \ 
ene sees his deTelopment from a posture of justifieatio• and 
revenge to one of acceptance of himseir and his life with 
no explanation,s necessary. It is permissable to simply +iTe. . ~ 
· ,Freed from the burden of attempting to arriTe at explauatioaa, Herzog can at last open himself to life, and to the emotiowal 
uaclerst·anaing that life is more than man' e explanations ot 
it. And tor Herzog, though not for Arthur Winner, this is 
• 
. · cause fer celebration. . . 
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• I. Intreduction ' 
One must fiad a way to live. One may grow into it, 
deyeloping naturally from the influences of one's child-
hood. Or, reachiag maturity, one may adopt a way which 
suits one's knowledge and prejudices. One's lite style 
may be based upon emotion or upon intellect. 
Arthur Winner, in By Lo.Te Pos,sessed~ and Moses Herseg, 2 
. in Herzog~ emerge from their respective novels with altered 
.Qoneeptions .. or the way to 11Te. They are forced to exami.ae 
their initial assumptions, and to reassess the Tiewa which 
' llaye guided th.e conduct of their liTes. 
• 
"Once upen a time, ·I waa always talking of freed.om • • • · I didn't know that freedom is· not a reward or a decoration 
that is celebratefl with champagne. Nor yet a gi!t, a box o,r ·~ 
dainties designed to make you lick you~ chops. Oh nol Its 
a chore, en the contrary, .and a long distance race, quite 
solitary and Tery exhausting. • • • 
• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
.... 
The essential is that eyerytbiag should. become simple, / 
as for the c:~ld, that eTery act should be ordereci, tha.t. 
_.good and e~ .. l shou1fl be arbitrarily, hence obviously, pointed 
out." 3 
• 
While~neit~er Arthur Winner nor Moses Herzog react ae 
explicitly as Camus' Clameace to the burden or their .treed.CIII 
by demanding that "eyerything become simple, as for the 
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ehili," both do share his desire for order. 
Unlike Clamence, neither Winner nor Herzog awaits the 
eoming of a Master. Insteatl, both entertain the illusioa that they can waster their worlds by using the power of their 
minds to pereeive or, if necessary, to impGse the aesirea 
ordere The breakdown of this attitude, the moyem.ent in Winner and Herzog-toward a less structure• Tiew ot li~e, 
-....... will constitute the main theme of this paper. 
In the first ~ection I intend to consiaer brief'ly some 
et the thematic similarities as well as several of the im.per-tant aifferences between these two noTels. In the main boti.y 
ef the paper, however, while trying t• treat the books 1n parallel fashion, I will discuss then separately in order to 
· giye more aiequate consideration to the characters' deYel-
., 
, 
epment aDd ·the proble11s this entails • 
. My aiscussion of each book will aonaiat or two parts. In the tirst, I will explere the world and the limitations it places upen man as establishea in eacn novel. In the 
seeon•, I will probe the respense •f eaoa pretagenist ~• this world. As a link aetween parts, I shall consider tae 
respenses er seeona~ claa.racters, both because the protac-
en1sts1reaction to them inaicates, in part, the aemanda Winner and Berzeg make upon themselves, ana because these 
' 
figures will tell as semethin& abeut the worlds the auth•ra create. 
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but their authors pessess 411.Tergent eutleeka. 
· Consequently, a parallel discussion of the two works will , 
provide, I belieTe, an interestint series ef contrasts 
and similarities 'between two Tiews er lite • 
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..... II. Winner and lers•c 
.Arthur Winner, a man in his fifties, lives with his 
second wife (having ·l,een widowed •Y his first) in the small '-
.town of Brocten. A. satisfied man who hae accemplished most 
et his aims, his life, generally speaking, ha.a been a success. 
Moses Herzog is also middle aged. fte liTes alone (havin~ 
~een divereed by his first wife) residing at times in New 
Yerk City, at-times in Ludeyrtlle, Mass. An unsatisfied man . 
who has accomplished none ot his aims, his life, generally 
speaking, bas lleen a failure. 
Despite, hewever, the obvious differences between these . . . . < 
-~ t1«9. ~bara•ters (and despi~e the 'broad philosophical dif'fer-
eaees between the respective authere of h Love Possessed and lerzog") beth Winner and Herzog, in the course of the novels, 
must confront a basically similar problem. Winner must alaandon 
the illusien that it is possible to live a rational, ordered 
lite, an existence in which he can maintain cemplete control. 
· . ~ ·t1erzog must abandon the illusion that he can arrive at an 
intellectual synthesis which will ul.t1aa.tely justify his . ~ 
-
own view or life aiid his ••n personal responses. (Or, put 
anether way, both must abandon the illusion that it is p~a-
aible te centrol lite by use of the intellect.) 
The illusiens of beth these men have led tham t• create 
aa-exaggeraUd. p~cture of what they as individuals can 
_ ,acceaplish, and the censequent distortion in their sense et 
raepenai~ilit7 leads to a curiou.s detacl:aent between their 
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Tiewa et what they can d• and their own actiene. 
The majer mevement et both novels lies in the reasaess-
-ent each prc»tagenist is forced te make concerning his actions 
and in the development of each towards a greater perceptiea 
himself, his. limitations, and his respttnsibilities. Both 
laeoks take as central theaea the cencepts that man must 
accept life in what may appear to be its chaotic c001plex-
. ities; that he must reject the illusion that he can centrel 
life (an illusien which lead·s t• a denial of _life in fav•r 
of one's personal vision ot it) without at the saJ1e time 
abandoning a sense or responsibility. Maintaining a celleaiT~• 
-
••rl4 view, which enables one to feel master of one's e11Tirea-
. men-, necessitates, aa both Winner and Rerseg discoTer, 
shutting out much of experience. 
·Arthur Winner, sitting in court, ebse1,es a retard.M 
girl accused of murdering her child. Alo~side the girl 
stand her paren~s, who, having aeen shamed and diagracetl,are 
e,'"-
eager to justify than,elves. The scene ey•kea distressing 
thoughts frem wMch W1uner tries unsuccess£ully to divert 
his mind. Must he admit what the parent-child relationabip ) 
seems to reveal: that there is no such thing as, "dia-
, int~rested atfeetien.st ••• Fran so~ unhandsome a werl4 tllia 
~llinker recoiled •••• Such ugly concepts outraged hjm. 
·T.11.ey threatened his equan1wity. He said: Let theai not llel 
• 
.. 
.. 
• 
·. 
... 
• 
. ·oae tina exercise of d.isl»elief-.aeand there they waren 'tJ" (p.)06). 
aersog sita iD ceurt. Be listens to the details er hW a 
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aether and her lov·er senselessly aurderN. Iler ae11. Anti 
lerseg, l~e Winner, exhibits the need to shut eu.t, -to 
utterly banish the tetallyunacceptable aspects of hmaanity 
which he is roreed·to witness. "I fail te underatandl ••• 
I fail to • -•• but this is the difficulty with people wb.• ' 
spend their lives in humane studies and therefore imagine 
enee cru.elty bas been descri,ed in books it is ended. or 
course he really knew better--understeod that human being• 
wt,11~ ()ellef' s 1talic2!1 net live so as to be understood by I . 
the Rerzegs. Why ahea.14 they?" {pp.291-292). 
Wtnner_is far from being an 
in man's perfectallility. lie admires practicality and rea1iaa, 
ancl Dis ebservations •f the werld show him that idealism is 
' 
, 
not enly te·•lish, but that it can be dangerous. Still, desplt.e his easertatiens, _he wou+d like to belieye that moat people ; 
are reasonable, are henorable, and that he can, by acting 
~senat.17 himself, remain in cervnancl ot himsell and his world.. 
'-And lUltil he is literally forced to een.rront that w~1ch he 
has tried te ignore, Winner is able to maintain his equanillity 
'by staying detached trcm (even when obliged te Naerye) that 
which is irrational in himself and others. 
Like Winner, Herzog has attempted t• us• his intellect 'Ge 
control, to erder, to shiel.d himself~ rea11ty. While 
·lteta men are able to intelleetually face the ccaplexity, 
"the ltratality of the world, emotionally, they are often 
11nal,le W do .ao. A.~. tiaea, b7 111aeraing b1maell 1Ja. 14.eaa 
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(which he can manipulate) Berseg bas laean Ole W almt ••t--
aa when hia mether was dying--an unacceptable aspect ot reallty. 
And, just aa Winner insists that one must take the facts of 
reality into accoun-t, so lerzeg says, "it is necessary today 
te entertain the yery worst possibilities open1y" (p.221). 
lewe,rer, he t~t•pts te a?Tive at intellectual explanation.a 
. / er the werst in such a manner as te still be able to justi~ 
the view ef reality to which he is enetionally committed.. 
le is unaltle, umrilling, to accept the negative view of lite 
which posits despair as the enly realistic response, but 
. 
· his attempt to handle the "very worst" in i.ntelleetual tenaa, 
·. -t• arrive at an intellectual justification, indicates a tear 
. of respondiag wore immediately, a fear that if he does 
admit the werat he will •• 911let1enally 1mable to ware. ett cle .. I' 
apair.\, 
') 
The cenflict in.~eth beoka aetween man's atteapt t• 
· illpese hia' own ideas, leagings, neefls en the world which 
4enies al!l ef these is, I believe, aptly descrilted in Ca+••' 
4etinit1on of tile '·a1-surd.4t "This lft>rld 1n itself is net 
' 
·," 
reasenable, that is all that can be said. But what is absurd 
• .. 
is the contr.ntation et this irrational and t~ wild. lenging 
ter clarity whese call echoes in the bu•an heart. 
\ . • • • • • • • • • • • • • r' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Man's sole dignity (11ea in] the degged retelt against 
" . 
his condition, perserv-erence in an effort c1na1dered sterile • 
It-ealla t~r claily effort, self-masteJ:T, a precise ea,iaate 
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10 
et the liaits •t tru.th."s 
In !x,~oTe Popsesa~d, the basic centlict ie between aan, 
whe baa a :aee4. tor erder and a sense of c•ntr•l, and a world ·, 
which defies that need, setting definite 11mita en the 
effective range of man's actions, In Her:.og, the walll lillik-
·. ~ tion "is the absurdity or the human situation." Kersog ia 
full of moral and spiritual longings, of gooci. intentions and 
noble ambitiens, but his attempts to !ul.fill these longilag• 
er te translate them into action have been censistantly 
. balked, t,:, the point tbat·he f'inds "ecstatic love turniac 
te evil" (p.264). 
Camust definition is helpful in that it indicates the 
neeessity et affecting a eompromise between man and the 
world. It rejects any extreme position which denies either 
aaa 1s Dat111'al desires f'er order an• justice or the reality 
man must confront. And both pretogenista, in their own 
respenses, eyentually come closer to adjusting their intentions 
to the reality. Similarly, both Becme:l)etter able to 11.Te 
with the tension implicit in the con.frentation between raan 
and the world. Win~er, at the end, is better able te liTe 
, with 1111eertainty. Herzog, at the end, Ja better able to liTe 
with ambiguity. But while both feel that they can ne longer 
reject the world in .favor of their own idea ef it, neither 
. 
gees to the extreme of simply surrendering to a world o! 
chaes, eTil, and injustice: neither ad•pta the notion that 
•a ha.a De a~ility to effect change, a concept wllicla 
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ll 
eltTioualy entails an abdication ot indirldual reaponailtility. 
Despite Winner's intimations that all may be futile, 
the assumption ef individu.al responsibility is basic to his 
view er life. In the end, though he is to an extent defeated 
-Y the reality of the situation, he accepts the position 
outlined Dy Julius Penrese. The given facts must be receg~ 
· nised, their limitations acknowledged. But: "The parad~ 
is that once fact's assented to, accepted, an4 we stop 
directing our et.fort where effort is wasted, we usually can 
-- de quite a n11mber er things" (p.531). 
And Herzog refuses to believe that wan'a longingo haTe 
_! a• ne~ing, refuses to be limited by his own (and others) 
failures. Because he has failed, "did that really mean tba't 
'there was- no faithfulness, no generousity, no sacred 
q11ality?" (p.118). He will not adopt Hiromelstein's Tiw tha'G 
we are all whores and we might as well accept our partici-
,pa.tion in the universal whoredom. Hersog indicates in the 
end that be ldll, t<:> a greater extent, adjust his intention.a 
te eeincicle with reality. He writes te his mother: "Some et 
ay oldest aims sean to have slid away" (p.397). And he 11.• 
lenger feels responsible for "the prog·ress • • • ind.eetl the 
... 
• 
survival ct civilisatien" (p.156). Nevertheless, he continu.ea 
'te feel wthat we owe a h1man lire" (p.382). Like \f:Jnner, taen, 
.Ile refuses to give up all responsiltility. 
In eentrast.to the twe aooka' th1Matic aiailarities, 
.. 
... 
there 1a, as :I will ahMr later, little ceaaon in the tic~ienal 
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...\ * worlas inha~itet\ ~Y Winner ana lerseg. Ye4' despite tlle '\ ·• 
4.itferences, there is an important mutual eoailtiom.: 111 
·each werl4l, the ~UN.en is on the individual to define his 
own limitations and poasiailities. For neither prot~oniat 
does the community, religion, or any other external insti-
,. tution provide an acceptable definition of man's place. 
' ;' . 
Although the church is a respected institution in 5rocton 
a.ociety, an« Winner is a leading mem.aer of the congregation, his attituae towards religion is fundamentally prapatic. 
While he does not personally credit the truth of any re-
~ligious doctrines, he recognizes that the myth religion~ 
• ea•oaies "had long been the sacred fiction" of many, all' 
. he accepts the obligation or respecting "reverenced fo1aa• (p.3)7). 
• In considering Whitmore Trowbridge'• reaJtonae to personal problems, Winner indicates how alien a reliance u~,on the 
.Diyine is to his own mina.: "When 'Whit' faced. 
or choice or decision, his recourse ••• wa.a 
• • • 
• • • 
probleaa 
humbly 
· te enter a petition to a Presence he confidently .relt to be 
eyer present ••• Bothjng less than omniscience heard yo• 
euttrages; and. what was banded down, however 11nforaeen by 
yoar limitary minci, however counter to your ignorant hopea, 
conlcl not 'be in error •••• Anguishes or indecision easH; 
you were refreshed. Tllat intimation o! the materi.al man, aa.tl 
aad wearisome, sometimes despairing--tbat eye1·y thi~ vaa 
11.p to you; you must think things out; you must find a way, 
or make one, yeu tHPua't ~ 11; all--no longer veighet upon you• (p.339) .' 
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Unlike Trow•ridge, Winner teela that e,erything 1e up to biJI: he must do it all o !ut in the setti~ of h Love Po;ses,sed., Cozzens introduces another concept: though there are no abBo-lutes which can offer guidance to responsible behavior, one 
must understand that one's behavior does not occur in a Tacmz•, is net chosen on the basis of "reasonableness" (any more than 
on the basis or·religien)ind.ependent of its effects on other men. Winner exaggerate~ the burden which he must indiTidually carry. He ignores the help which can be extended by other "sad al\d 
wearisane, sometimes despairing" mortals. The final scene, in 
ll 
·which Jul.ius Penrose acts as a counselor and guide, indicates 
that Winner is less alone than he feels himself to he. 
Cozzens uses a small, self-enclosed community 1n order to 
_focus on the complex interrelations or men's lives and to in-tlicate how what any one man can do ia a.ff'ected--and to an extent determined.--'by what others do. But Winner, partially due to his 
elevated place in the community, does not perceive any definite 
.. ,, 
limitso He is in constant contact with people, and is clearly 
aware that he c~ anti does influence the lives of others: hia '' 
saspicions regarding Elmer Abbott precipitate an inTeatigation 
of Abbott's sexual lite; his support o:f ~rophy increases :Brophy'a chance of becoming a judge; his participation in Ralph's case 
eases Helen's rears and ensures, Winner belieTes, that Ral~h 
·w111 be set tree. But he remains isolated: his experience baa been 'too one--sid.ed for him to perceive how others can af feet hi,•, hew his own plans ean be altered by actions taken by, say, Ralph 
or leah.· Often acting as though totally dependent upon himself, he fails to correctly aefine the 11•1ts placed upon b1a by othera. ,.... "" 
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In lersog, it is the Usence ot any cletined como,anity, 
and the eoneommitant lack of contact with external reality 
which can lead to a disparity between one's intentions an, 
that which one is able to accomplish. Winner cannot spend an .·"'" 
a·tternoon at home without repeateclly lleing called upon for 
help and atlviceo Herzog's relationship to the outside, how-
ever, is described this way: "From the middle height o! 
New York, looking down, seeing lunchtime crowd.a like ante 
upon smoked glass, Herzog, wrapped in his wrinkled robe an4l 
sipping cold coffee, set apart from daily labo:17 for greater 
· achievements, but at present without confidence in his calling, 
tried now and again to get back to work" (p.160). 
As Herzog's nonexistent role in a nonexistent c ity 
OBYieualy tails to proTid.e him with any external guide which 
' might ·help him realistically assess his reaponaibilitiee, 
so his relationship to the Jewish tradition (which ie inextri-
cat,ly beund. to his relationship with the past and with hia 
family), while providing h1m w1 th certain Dasie val:a.es fJlf 
longings, ·serves primarily to increase his !elt burden ot 
reiponsi•ility. Concerning the function religion (an, the 
• 
i- family) has in Bellow's work, Earl Rort.t writes, "It intru••• 
-
. 
itself on the present as an iron1cal1y rmuaable past." 7 
" 
_ l_erzog aUlits_ that "evidenta1ly I continue to helieTe 1D 
God." (p.283), but it ia a belief which itsell constitutes 
•an additional burtlen for {!i~ to carry. It increases [M~ 
sattering of shame or gailt withoa.t '-•in& 1a itael.t an 
' 
-~· i,:.;,.-jl.l . 
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alleTiation ot that suf£ering" (Rovit, p. 9) Thus Herzog's 
-elie~ in Goa, his belief that rather than being the princi-
pal he is on loan to himself, rein.force his feeling that 
he is responsi&le for paying back his debt to life. 
Berzog's world is generally defined by his obeessional 
involvements with abstractions. It is not s,o much that he 
must cane to terms personally with the problems that press 
upon him as that he must move out of the worli of ideas into. 
a more concrete reality. In terms of Herzog'a conaciousneaa, 
tb.en, the movement of the novel is rrom immersion iD chaos 
g to achieyement of peace. 
Winner's thoughts, on the other hand, do ha.Te a concrete 
relationship to everyday reality (insofar as they do concern 
the basic problems encountered in Cozzens' fictional world) 
and it is essential for him personally to accept the implica-
_tions of his thought. At the start, he feels rather secure 
in having come to terms with--and achieved harmony between---
his·world and his intellectual relationship with it. During 
the course of the novel he is ~orced to reassess this feeling 
of security as he becomes aware of the discontinuities 
' 
_, 
between his behavior and his abstract knowle~e" Thus it 
may be said .that although (like Herzog) he comes to strike 
a balance between the abstract and the real, the general 
movement of Winner's consciousness is from a relatively 
peaceful state of mind to one that is 1ranediately acqua.intff 
wi"th chaos. 
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. Bersog'a mind itsel:t, and. the problems he is cancernecl 
with, reflect more than Cozzens' novel the "full tlllllUlt, 
the zaniness and crazed quality o;f modern experience."'9 
Herzog "let the entire world press upon b1m •••• £or instance, what it means to be a man. In a city. In a 
century. In transition. In a mass. Transformed by science. Under organized power. Subject to tremendous controls. In 
a condition caused by mechanization. After the late failure 
of radical ~opes. In a society that was no community and devalued the person. Owing to the multiplied power of 
numbers which made the self negligible. Which spent military ltillions against foreign enemies but would not pay for order ~~ . '\ 
at home. Wlrl._~ permitted savagery and barbarism in •taaeow / great. ci ti~s. • • • There lersog, thought lerzog • • • is the 
way it runs" (pp.2~7-248). 
In contrast, the world or Arthur Winner is deceptively peaceful, seemingly timeless. A post-war world apparently UDchanged by war. A crowded world unhurried by tbe·massea. 
A world. 1D 'dich solid Arthur Winner may be falsely lulled. into tranquillity by ageless human problems, by the cease-less ebb and flow of time, of aging, or death, the infinite 
slow chain of cause and event foreyer alaaping the lives ot aea. 
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III. trinner-:·Part 1 
A-rthur Winner Rands ini his mother's lirl~ room on a 
Fri.By a:.rt.ernooa as. tile ol<i gilt· cl~k st.rikes_ three. 
·Arthur Winner stiands in ikhe same room, Sunday afiernoon, 
as "the clLoek strikes· f'owr. 
By' using the same· se·ene to begin and end the n.owe1,. 
Co,s~S-· reiniforces a number or major themes dev.eloped h the 
blo&k: that. \Nmeat.h the se~in~· chant;elesaneas o-r life there 
i& chang)e; "tha'ti~ beneath the seeming- order of life there is 
chaos; "1latt in the midst. of 11.fe "we are in de,at·h" ( 42} , and 
that. at any mom,ent.,. i!the lute cou:td rift" (115). This is 
kaowledge that. Gosz.en 1 s matrure charaete:irs learn to liTe wi.U., 
and., in· 1t:he end, knowledge that ·winner is f'orced to aacep~. 
. 
Daring: the three days· that 1i:he novel covers, Winner is in 
eonsttans c~1111taet. 'tlit:h peo-ple. In his thoughts about ~her ua~ 
llha:t. happens to ~hem. he eenaeiously CQnsiders most of the 
problems which, in. 'the·- book·, defini3 man's e:ondi~ion. Thia 
condi.ti.on, as I hav,e. indieated, is charaeteriz·N by the 
,· wa.garies er tor-tune whieh mount ~o a point at· which ••an 
Arthm-· Winner is: no ]anger able to Ti.ew the world as function-
ing· iin "tme· reaac.med. harmollioua pa~urn he has defined tor it.. 
Perhaps ~he most striking image c,.f absurdity, or unrea--
altJleness iit t.he book is the ieath er !lele:n Detweiler' s 
parentis .• - recalled by Winn-er as· he tallca t.o Re-len: "On: a· 
·&arur'8.y evening toward the end of May of tllir'teen y1ara 
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George Detweiler; his wife, Alice; his daughter, He1 ..... 
and his son, Ralph ••• were at their lakeside bungalow" (p.42). While Helen droYe to tOlin with some friends, her parents went 
canoeing. The perfect absurdity or the aubeequent eTents ia 
established by a careful accounting of what reasonaaly shou.14 
have happened.10 The f'irst mishap, the overturnin~ of the 
canoe, was in itself difficult to explain, since "George Det .. 
weiler bacl been handling canoes since he was a Doy, an• the 
lake was perfectly calm." Still, "the mishap • • • was hardly 
to be regarded as serious. George, a strong man ani a fine 
swimmer, aiiled by the floating canoe 19 could net haYe antici .. pated the least difficulty in getting himself and his wire , 
-te land, only a few hundred. yards away, eyen if no other help 
was to be had.. 
As it happened, there was help" {p.43)~ A neighbor, Toa 
Henderson, himself a practiced rower, immediately reapondei 
to the Detweilers' shouts. The brightness of the eTenin.g 
enallled Henderson to see clearly that "Georg• anti Alice, 
with no apparent trouble, were holdi.ng on. George, ~nc. 
had even begun to steer the canoe and hia wi.te toward. shore" (p.44,). Yet 'by the time Henderson reached the canoe, the Det .. 
weilers had ii-owned. Henderson himsell, after repeatetily 41Tiag · 
tor the bodies, suttez-H. a fatal heart attack. 
Such a aeries of unlikely, seemingly impeasible •w811ta 
·ctetiea man's reason. But Cozzens' unemotional, matter or ta" 
0 
howe-rer cnttrageoua, au.ah things de 
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happen. (Later 111 the ltook, Winner recalle tale a4h1•• ot bia 
:father: •nways remember-, Son, to· proviie fer the thing, yOII 
~in·k .an 't happen; because that's going to be what does hap .. 
pen•: (p.512). '.Phe: ad:rl.ce, whi.eh obYiously cannot be ta.ken 
literally, suggests a mental attitude held by Winner s .. 1,r 
whi.eh admits that certainty is impossible and tha~, the 1.Niy .. 
iiua]i is. not -totally in control. ) 
.U:thqugh the recurrenee 'through~ t-he nOTe1 or 111e1,tnh 
simiila·r in nature -to~ -the Det.weilers' deaths estatl'li~hes that 
~o.r- O.Ssena" the spec:ilic ey,ent is. but one illustrat.ion of' 
what he has. pereeiTM to be a g~n,eral patt.ern in life, there 
is •• 1n41eat.ion here that Winner himself goeis: beyond tlte 
apecific e~. Ala in· alll ~r the naehbaclcs, he recalls the 
..ent~ in consie.erahle detail,. and though his rec.ollecUon 
. . 
sVengthens· the e·ompassion he feels for H!elen, there is ne 
sip that- he has b.een ,_ or that he is,. perSQnally aff ecte4 
lty the: remembrane·.e. '!he f'actual.. retelling then, which depie:ta 
~ 
the workings of Winner's mind• helps to explain how he can 
b.ow er specific-. oeeirances while remaining ignorant •f 'l.heir 
implicatiens. 111.s dew o-r life does not ttake ab-surtii-t-y into 
atcount.. for aa long as he eoncentrates only an a particalar . . .\ 
Uleiclent t 'the. fasts he recalls are releTent. enly U the pe1ple · 
llta:t, .,., any d-ven aay the totally llllezpee"ed aay •••tar 41-• 
·. ftaes ene·· or the limita'tion:s cf reason: wan simply ea11nn plm, 
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~or the unexpected. The unexpected may take the to1 1a or an 
1111timely death, or a case of infantile paralysis striking a 
grown man (Juliius Penrose). In either case, the force is 
'. 
beyond man's control--as is the passage of time and the 
changes it brings. 
• 
Cozzens heightens the effect of man's helples3ness in the 
face of time by his choice 0£ setting. In a town like !rocton, 
where most people have known each other for·years, where one /~- has passed the same buildings or visited the same places 
again and again, a certain sense of (false) stability, de-
riving in part from so direct a connection with the past, can 
ae achieved. At the same time, however, changes which do occur--
and which would be likely to go unn~ticed in a larger city 
where change is more constant and people less familiarly 
acquainted li!th their environment--stand out more prominently 
and often have the effect of lJlarking off ,till.e for those wlle 
obse1•ye them. 
Judge Lowe, in his seventies, respflD.ds to the church's llew 
.. 
----· el~ctric chimes: years a~o, "•ells were bells, not electric ··"-'· 
• 
- switches. I say to myself: There's no honesty and quality in 
anything today •••• Seon, there'll be nothing that's not an 
iaitation, a substitute, a fraud" (p.492). Arthur Winner paaaea 
the oak in which he played as a child: "The oak was the cer-
'tificat-e that those days had not been merely ima~ined. Uncban~ing 
itself, the eak was living proof of afternoons when children 
• •• had played 1n the tree" (p.82). Seon, the reader 
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21 
will see the "unchanging" oak blasted by lightning. 
qoz-.ens' irony is not only confined to man's inab111~y W 
know hi~ own fu'tUre. ) · 
Kere disturb·ing than one's general awareneea ot the pal$ 
are the indications o~ the chan~s wrought on man by ti••• 
Cozs~ens is much concerned with age, anti the limitatione aging 
places upon the human organism. In on·e scene, Winner •bea·wea 
"with wonder that uttermost confidence, that eomplaeenee er 
femininity" (p.472), which his daughter exhibits. Instantan--
eous-ly she· can be transtofmetl frt>m the petulant child to the / 
young women who can treat her father with playful eondescenaioa. 
_In the next scene, W·inner enters a ro!lf.ll full of women whe are 
"ef a certain age, a't, which, alaa,. not one women in tU ean 
.tail to grieve the eye and hurt the ear" (p.474). 11 
'Ibis image of physical decline is complimented by the -
cline of mental pcn,ers:, attested. to by Winner' a mother and 
the ence brilliant Noah Tutt.le, amon~ others. The transi"ery 
natwre O·f ~.V: . ..-0 those things· which a man would like to belie,a " ..... 
· are- net sub~jec't:.to time impress.es itself upon 'tt/inner as he 
iminks or his feelings f'or his dead wife: "The truth was oae 
·that took ge,ting used to. • • • This truth, the tact that 
th~ he~rt-'s dear feelings~ conceived as spiritual, eonld ala• 
41.e·; :>t.hat the poor fiesh,. s911potied to be ephemeral, outlastei 
tlaea w1 ta ease, at first sicht simply wou.li net ,-. • • • !er 
an aijustment te the knevleige that this, 'bein~ ••, weul.41 
· eillpl7 ha.Te te, a little aere tille vaa ne••••" (p.111). 
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llltimately, of course, the seyeres~ limitation place• 
upon man by time 18'- death.: A moment of conscious awareness 
of his own mortality_ intrudes upon Winner's feelings of 
pleasure as he watches his wife's graceful movements: "On 
the agreeable, admiring amusement ••• how cold a hand laid 
itself! The hand was doubt's, was dread's, was death's--coulll& 
this be mine to keep? Ah, no; this is beyond mortal man's 
' __ , • .J 
deserving •••• Those warnings of the morning had come baek--
Noah's craggy yet broken down old face; the stertorous la~h 
of Willard Lowe's resignation; Alfred Revere's despairful 
calm; Colonel llinton's dazed, glazed eye. They were the 
successive notes, heavy tolled, of going, going, ~one •• 
• • 
'l'hey were the indirect but inescapable sad evidences of that 
truth well known ••• t'ime shall rifle eTery gracel" (p.355). 
"The knowledge of death ••• becomes in!![, Love Possessed 
merely one more strand in the complex association of exper-
ience which leads to Arthur Winner's final crushing knowledge 
of his own position in li~e." 12 
That man must live in time means that he will age; how8"t'er 
superior his mental powers are, they will decline; Ya.lues he 
holds will probably be found wanting in the next generation; 
that which he considers most permanent in himself' or in his 
environment will change. Throughout the book. by his con..staat 
reminde21"S of passing time and its eff'ecta-~ Coz-.zena defines 
ihe inescapable :f'aets which set definlte boundaries oa wha• 
il.s- or is- not pos·sible. 
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«·side from being limited by the laws or nature or the 1n-
·n.uman forces 0£ chance, Cozaens' characters must also adj"llst. 
1to heing part. o:f an av.erall human community which is ~ea:tar 
than any indiv~dual. No matter how i2J·olated an individual aa:r 
feel.~ or wish himself to be, he cannot live or act· in a 
human vaeuum. The effec'tt-. o·f any one action is nec:essari.17 
ctondit-,ioned t,y numerous o:ther actions taken by onesel~ aatl 
ot-hers, 
It is p&s·a·ib'1e, for example, that had Arthur Winner told 
IEelen 'that~. the charges against her brother were dropped,. she· 
J would not have committed suicide. It is possi'ble,, yet the 
pa:t,·t.ern of' human action· Co~sens illustrate:s is seldom tha~ 
of a s·imp.le and direc't. causal relationship. So it would be 
more c.orrect to s·ay that if Mr-. Moore had not gone, in a fit. 
of rage, to the Detweiler·' s, if Mari~old had not seen fit to 
:frighten Ralph by telling him of Moore's rlsit, then Ralph 
m4ght not have stolen money in order to ruu away. Aa it is, 
Moore's action,. Marigold's~ Winner's, and, of course, Ralph'•, 
are all pr.obab.le factors contributin~ to H·elen' s suicide. And 
~he causal pattern is even more complex than this: if Helen 
herse~f had no·t brought Ralph u,p as she did, of U George Dn-
weller had not died, ndght not t·he whole aeries 0£ negaUye 
.effects have been avoided? 
- · •11y ~hDrougllly 11-.X.ploring a limited segmen'&. o~ human ewper-
ienc.e: in all its. ramifications 
€oz-.zens means to make us 
appreciate mo,re· -fully the cromplexity of moral acUon.•13 btlll 
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ltarring, then, the action of inh11man :-_ forces (time, chance) , 
in the human realm, the complex series of simultaneous ac-
tions which may all contribute to any one ef~ect, the myriad 
0£ causes stretching back in time which lead to the preaen~. 
sev.erely limit what any individual c.an do, even if he hai,--.. 
whieh obvioua:ly he cannot--a 'total knowledge of causes and 
effectis. 
Living in degrees of relative ignorance and blindness,~• 
·,, 
~ individual can never 'Cruly know what result any ~ven aetion, 
taken by himself of another, will haYe. Fred Dealey, expresses 
the quandary in which the individual must learn to live: "no~ 
-t:ic.e how o,ften, a£terward, you 'think: If onJ.y I'd done this, 
1£, onl.y I'd known thattl :8ut ob8erve: You didn't do this, and 
pa didn't lmow tht. Make- you think of anythin~? Quaere: Could 
yeu ever hav-e changed what's going to happen? You know this 
nm.ch: Wba~ever happens, happen~ because a lot of other things 
happ.ened already. When it gets to where you come in--well, 
1-t-,'a Bomlll to be pret~y lat.e in the day• (p.115-116). 
!he complex pattern 0£ cauaal relationships Co-azena d~lcta 
in the novel indicates (almost paradoxically), the importance 
he attaches: "to reaaon. 11.r usin~ hi~ powers of reason, man caa 
at. least. attempt to approach certainty; he can act with a 
r~at.ive knowledge or cause and effect as 1nnuenced by b:la 
own act.iena. · \ 
Winner, tor example, makes his decision not to tell Rel .. · 
of t;he dropped charges. on the basis .. of all the intoz aaa~ 
:. ~: •; 
.. 
·-
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'that he has, and though it seems that in this instance hia judgment has been faulty (human reason havin~, after all, 
limitations), the attempt to know must be viewed aa positiYe. 
But a Mr. Moore, £or one(, is so poffSessed with his own emo-
tions that he ac.ts. blindly, unthinking, uncaring about the 
etf·e.ct his act·ion·s might have. In this· vein, Winner's wife 
· Clari85Sa., observres: "Kindhearted is what emotional people • • • 
, reaJ.1y nev,er are. They're always so buay playi~ wi.th th&ir 
0wn fee.ling·s: they have1t't any time f'or your feelin~'s--or, a~ 
least, they haven't un1esa they want to use you.rs to builcf 
-· .• 
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·~ 
ap t·he.irs~" (p .. 464). On the other hand, the men who impose r.._ 
straint. on theilr :feelings and acc:ep,t the responsihility of act.-
ing waith others in mind aare~ in the book, tho$e most capable 
' 
of d.eep compassion and fe·el~ tor others, al though they are 
generally the -ones who show t,he least erldence of. f.ll!lotica. 
eomt~s acknowJ.edgea that, like Mr. Moore, most pe·ople act 
-G\lt of emot.i<:>nal. rat;her than; rational moti ea~iccas most of the 
-t.ime. lfmnan· irrationality thus- adds one more factor to the a1-
ready im.pos=ing list of givens which undermine man's ~bility to 
exercise effecti.Te ~land "t,() impose & stal>le order on the 
world. 
- !llid.s, then,, constit.u1tes mach 0£ 1ibe, world o! 
at.i.ons that, CozsE!tll's Cl'e&ltes~: chance oc:curenee; the iaexoralale I' __ _ 
passage of time, bringin~ with it. deca?y and death; and hl.Ditm p 
:hsilty--man's lack Of knowledge and unseeing emotionalism. 
To. this world, Cosaali-·aees •an aaking a wide Tariety or 
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respODStNftthe most COllllOD •f which indicates the rele,anc• of Camus' concept or the absurd. Unlike Juliu~, most or the characters attempt to deny "facts" which they find emetion-ally unacceptaale. Speaking to Helen Detweiler, for example, Winner perceives that in desperation she "rejected knowledges she did not care to have; Helen pushed back the horror; refused to look. On the world she never made, she imposed with all her strength a pattern or the worla she wanted--
. a place of' peace, of order, of security • • • fi,hich] once 
· ~elieved into existence, could alleviate ••• Helen's re-current anguish or trying not to know, yet always knOlting, 
~hat in the midst or life we are in death" (p.42). The worl• that Helen has artificially constructed is centered·on her brother Ralph. As any threat to Ralph threatens 
-er worla, she is unable, where Ralph is concerned, to act .... with cletachment or responaiaility., Thus Winner :perceiTea tlla't Helen, who "governed in flawness nicenese of feelin~ the rest of her life" (p.40), is able to excuse Ralph's unacrupu~ r, lous, eTen cruel (howeTer mindlessly so) treatment of othera. 
·-=1; 
.. 
. . Another response to the need for peace and order ia 
exemplified by the preaching, _fatuous Mrs. Pratt, who tu.ma tor her answers to the explanations orf ere• by religion. Serene~ her ability to face anything in life or in aan, she is nevertheless shown to live totally in a lt'Orld or alt~ stractions, a world which crumbles the moment aha is con-tron~ed lay one concrete sense experience, one snake in the 
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\ 
garien. Lite simply re:tuaea to confor11 to aan'e 1,eaa, 
no matter how lovely, principled, or e·yen reaaoadle ~q 
may appear. 
Mrs. Pratt's inability to tleal wi'th experience 1a aa.tcbed 
'-Y that or Dr. ArsaTage, the psychiatrist whoae reliance 
upon learning renders him incapable of dealing with a speci.tie human situation. Again the author chooses the courtroom aa 
-~ 
. the setting in which to depict hi1JDan blindness. To the 
' 
oltyiously uncomprehending parents o! Caroline Dummer, Ar-
savage aivises: "They may need to work on their own mental 
-
attitude ••• • They should try to realise that the only d.epenclable obedience is that, not o:f the child who is ~141 aut of the child who seeks to please. If they so ca:aport 
themselves that Caroline ia arought, out of.feelings of 
affection for them, to want to please them, I voul.d expee't 
. all, or almost all, their difficulties with he.r to cliaa.ppear• (pp.312-313). 
Unlike Mrs. Pratt's speeches, there ia nothing inherently UJ1reasonable in what Dr. AraaTa.ge says. It only aecomee ao 
when -applied to a particular case in which the facts are patently not what the doctor's solutions posits that they 
should be. "This world was the law's, the literal world • 
of human acts and human beings, where you were foolish •-your peril" (p.313). 
To these responses one might add Reggie Shaw'a Yeneer 
et cynicism, Mr. Moore's blustering aggression, and ao on. The point, I think, is clear. Any response to life aaaed 
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en emotionali811, any systew ef abstractions, whether th-,. be the abstractions of religion or or science, are, in Cozzens' yiew ( and to an extent, Winn er' a) , neces e.arily inadequate to deal with the complex and·,J:oncrete experienc .. of life. To the aegree that any attempt to impose an orcler on life, or an answer in any given situation, iln'olves shut-ting out the experience of life, involves ignoring the facts or the matter at hand, the attempt is ,1nreasonable and. con-stitutes an evasion or the limitations inherent in 11.;re. 
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I_ III • Winner: Part 2 
Karly in the novel, as he is talking to Pred D-e.aley, 
Winner thinks that "Fred, of course, knew that aoaneday he 
must grow ola and die; but for the moment, probably for a 
.. 
number or years now, the course of his life lulle-d him with 
a reassuring steadiness--everything under control; noth1n~ 
eem.:ling up that his gained experience couldn't unhesitatingly 
deal with., Having learned to understand both, he could 
handle him.sell, and he could handle other people. He might 
reasonaDly ask where any major formative chan~es, like those 
of the past, could now come from" {p.llJ+). 
The thought indicates Winner's awareness that a feeling 
ot eyerything under control is and must always be illusory. 
Ironically, though, Winner himse1f reveaJ.B a c001plete con .. 
fiaence in his own amility to handle everything. And, unl.ike 
many of Cozzens' characters, he does seem to be in control. 
Deal.ey characterises b1m as "a kind of universal fall ~Y • • • 
Th8J' all, come to you• (p.421), and the truth of this ia 
borne out in the novel. Appropriately, then, the book op«aa 
with Winner giving ad.vice to his mother and his aunt, then 
to Helen Detweiler, and next to Ralph at bis hearing, where, 
as a testimonial to his (Winner's) confidence, hi.a aseurance, 
he interprets Helen's look as meaning: "At last Mra Winner 
was herel Bow eyerything would be all rightl" {p.138). 
Winner is, for the most part, eftectiTely able to handle 
-1ih• pro~lema with which he is confronted., or so it ae811a. The ., 
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illusion ot his total competence, wbich ia endoraM by the 
· 
other characters in the novel, ia, howe,er, belied by the 
action of the novel. Winner's past also contridicta thia 
illusion, as in his relationship with :Marjorie, for example, 
er with his son Warren. Thus, as the nOTel progresses it 
aeeomes increasingly clear that his canplacency 1a baaed, 
at least partially, on what he does not see. 
Winner's ideal is his father, nthe Man, it net perfectly,, 
at least predominantly, of Reason" (p .12), and clearly Winner has attempted to model his own life on his father's example. 
While he has been successful to some extent, he has not, 
at. the outset, truly understood the complexity involved in 
1,eing the "Man of Reason." The gap between Winner and hie 
father is exemplified in Winner's recollection of the devel~ 
opments following George Detweiler's death. Helen, then a 
girl of sixteen, eschewing the suggestions of Noah Tuttle, 
conceived a plan whereby she could, by taking in boarders, 
keep her parents house and make a home for herself and her _/ 
1aro,her Ralph. To the young Arthur Winner, the plan was 
oltTiously unreasonable. naelen proposed to put aoney, a goo4 
deal, into an enterprise--taking boarders--which she knew 
• 
nothing about. • • • Moreover, Arthur Winner J11nior, diaappowiac, 
~was fairly sure that he understood Noah's unbusineaalik• 
reasen for not raising objections" (p.49). Noah, Winner,be- .. 
11eve4, was 09Tiously 8Vayell by Belen'a goodness and bravery. 
"' 
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Winner, disturbed, speaks to his father, wbo cl••• not 
ahare his son's astonishment. While Winner Junior conaiclera 
all the practical facts inTolyed in this business propo--
sition, his father goes beyond them and considers the p·eople. Winner Senior can perceive that Helen's rasolTe is one 
•nose force is as nearly inflexible as any human force can be •••• the compulsion vaa app11ed at levels of unconaciou.a desire that reason with reason's counterargUliienta of un-
happiness, or disappointment, of exhaustion, could ne,er hope to reacha (p.;O). 
Winner Senior, then, considerl.ng llel.trn 's poai ti.on, r e:1i1na d.etaehed, as does his son. His opinion is rendered tree of 
his. owa emotional point of view--as opposed, in thie inat-ance, 
to Winner Junior's assessment of Noah'a position.. !ut, 
unlike his son, Winner Senior's detachment does not involye 
shutting out the saaewhat elusive human factore inYolTed 
in the situation. Winner Junior' a response suggests a ratller 
narrow understanding of what it means to act reason.a.bl~, as 
though one need only take into account factors which are, 1D. 
themselves, reasonable. On the other hand, his father indi-
cates that acting reasonalt]y req11ires aeting with aa full 
.a knowledge as one can haTe--and this includes a knowledge 
of the limitations of reason. 
Although the UOTe e,ent ia recalled.tre111f1aaer'a paat, 
4tlle experience is, as his actions i.lltieat•, a-till releT8.llt ~ 
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1a the presen-t • He still oTerlooka lnzman tailing•, still 
oyersilllplities, both or which tendencies are revealed by 
·the too easy manner with which he dispenses advice: adTic• 
which invariabl)' meets the demands or comao1n sense and often displays his emotional insensitiTity to the emotional dia~ 
·tress or the individual inYolYed. 
Thus, despite the fact that bis oltaerf'ation• ha.Te shewn ) him that most people act on the basis of what he regards 
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aa irrational, emotional considerations, he often acts a• 
though al.l wil.l proceed. smoothly, according to plan. To 
lle1en, he ef'fers several reassurances that SYe1·ything will 
•• all right. GiTen his confidence 1n his ability to handle ,... Ralph's case, there is no reason to belieye that he is not 
·sure everyth5ng will be. OltTiously, he fails to consider 
that the outcGme of the case does not depend solely on hiaeelt. 
A striking example or Winner's insensitivity centers upon his evaluation of Ralph. To Winner, l:t is unthinkable that 
Ralph, frightened and weak, would jump bail. But to Garre1t 
Hughes, a young lawyer with only a fraction of Winner's 
experience, "the funny thing ia ••• I thought laet ni~ht 
he might do 
• • • anything ••• • l.ooking at him, I just 
auadenly thought: That kid's going to skipn (p.462). 
Insensitivity to emotional complexity in o~hera ia not, 
et course, Winner's sole failing in seeking to .. ulat• the 
·llall ef lleaaen. Perhaps Winner's greatest lack ia al.eo 
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apparent in hie examination o~ Balph. Speaking to him, 
Winner must make a conscious effort to listen to the ratJ&er 
aoriie tacts of the case. While his ccld inter1•ogation 1a 
partly designed to get the information he will need, it 1a 
also indicative o-r his own discomfort. "Winner could t••l hilllself hold1ng back--wisbing not to hear much, to touch GIi 
the repellent business as little as possible" (p.1.46). In 
wanting to shut out what Ralph is telling him, Winner lapses into "aan 1 s incurable willful wish to belieTe what he pre-ferre• to bel$..evett fp.197). And Winner pref'ers to ltelll..-e 
that men io not act basely. 
During this scene, Winner (scaewbat suprbillgly) haa •• 
eonacious recollection of his own sordid affair with Mar-jorie Penrose. Bis surpression of it again indicates his 
aesire to "pretend away" (p.383) that which he finds un-
. acceptable, and it again reveals that Winner ba8 not come ~• 
terms with i1·rational forces in himself and other8. Only 
una.er Mrs. Pratt's/ relentless probing will he :tac e the a.ff air. le remembers the inadequacy of his principles, which were 
aased. on what he pre.fe1Ted to believe about men ( or at least 
aaout himself): "Wha.tseeyer things are false, 
.are not honest, whatsoever things are unjust, wbataoeTer 
tbi11gs- are ·impure, whatsoeyer things are ot bacl report--WDJ, 
· ••• simp_ly didn't do them l" 
Ybner' a' aYoi.dan ee of UD.pleaaant tac4'a 1a aet tlla •ly 
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co11'tradiction into which he lapses in hie searoh tor reason. Jlis mind seems 1n a constant tension between confronting 
reality honestly and practically, anm iJBpoeing Uao1ute 
standar4s on conduct. To his mother's naivete, he showa 
gent1e awu.sement; to Garret Hughes, an enlightened vorld-
linesse To Mrs. Pratt, he asks that for Julius' benefit a 
the affair with Marjorie remain secret. Bis reapo11Bee 1n 
general reyeal his feeling that a belief in im11utable pria-
eiples, or an attanpt. to live by such principles, involves ignoring what is possible giyen the ccm.plexity of actual 
hlllllan situations" Yet Winner himself tells Helen that 
"hones'ty1s:not ,merely the best, its the only possible pollq. ' "· ·-ETerytbing you do must be perfectly straight. Ho other 
way works; and there aren't any exceptione" (p.276). 
Ana it is partially Winner's adherence to this abaol•t• 
standard that causes h1m to decide against telling Helen 
that the charges against her brother haTe Deen dropped. 
lie feels that to do so, he wi.11 also have to tell her that 
Ralph has run away. Aa he tells his wife on the sB.ll.e 9Ttm1ng 
that lelen commits suicide, "The situation's a whole--you 
can't diTide it. Telling only part amounts to a !'ox• or 
halt-truth, which is meant to be, and is in effec·t, a :f ona 
of lie"· (p.479). While it would be OTerly simple, as I men-. 
tioned earlier, to see Winner as solely responsible !or 
aelen's death, there is, I believe, implicit in C,c,zzeaa' 
llandling of the sitltation, the suggestion tbat it 11.ight llaft 
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-••• atoide4 had Winner -een leas concernH vi~h a .. ral 
. aallple and more sensitiTe to Helen 'a anguish • 
I do not feel that the discrepanciea I haTe outline, between Winner's thoughts 
c:ies in his ltehaTior when he is or is not personally 
involved. in a situation--are meant ay Cozzens to indicate . ~ tba.t Winner is a hypocrite. They serve, inateafl., to display his detacbnent from others and from what happens in or 
app·lies to their lives. It is 'because of this detacbaent 
that he is able to maintain his belief in certain absolute 
.a:n4 idealistic standards, as well as his belief in his Oiffl 
ability to control life. (Such absolute standards do, in 
themselves, express the strength of Winner's deaire to ha•• 
order, as they obviously provide the world with a certain 
structure.) But for Cozzens, it is clear that such beliefs 
are contrary to the facts or lite. 
.... 
The eyent which mast completely shatters Winner's CC111placeaq and underscores the tact that his confidence has Deen largely based on what he has tailed to aee, is his discOTery that Noah Tuttle baa been emoezzling frClll the Tarioue accounts 
ot which he has charge. [Julius Penrose obaer,es: "I may 
say that how long you could continue not to knew has been a 
recurring slight anxiety of mine" (p.523) .] 
Cozzens bas given the reader, as well as Winner, no 
shortage ot hints: there is, first ot all, the (unaxpl.ainM) 
--1~aele that the original illTeatera i.D. Boa.h's tnaat ••r• 
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not wiped out; there is 'Noah hillaell, reactinc rudely or 
petulantly ( to Aunt Maud, to :Mr. Woolf, to Dr. TI'ovltridge), 
OTer any outside involvement with his accounts; there is 
Bele~'s uncomprehending manipulation of funds; there is, 
finally, the transference of Orcutt Trust funds into Noah'• private account. Winner ascribes these th1nga to brilliance 
on the one hand, old age on the other, never to a dishonest Hoah. lever does he entertain the possibility that theirs 
is a law practice in violation of the law. 
In.counterpoint to the now seemingly ineffectual Arthur Winner, Cozzens offers Julius Penrose. Facing a complex 
· ·situation--what Noah has done is se:Lf-sa.crificing and noltle, dangerous and. illegal--.JuJ.ius compromises. Facing humanity--
"! don't think you can fairly believe that my motiTe was ~ 
any but a hope to spare you ••• (and] I'm :perS11aded YOll'• 
do as much £or me" (p.537)--he acts with human conrp.aeeion. 
Facing human frailty--even coming, at last, frc:xn the ~tam or Reason, who "had every confidence in Noah, and, happily, 
a disability of confidence is always that you see .i,at 70II look for" (p.526)--he acts with understanding. 
• 
. . . . . . . t 
- . ~ ·Winner's immediate reaction to Julius' couneel 1a at111 
one of inflexibility. Julius has an (absolute) moral obliga.-
tion to bring hie knowledge into the open. But, Julius aaka 1n effect, what would be the result or such a ael.r-righteou.a JtO&ition? "Whether 1'111 morally obligated to be my ltrother'a keeper always seaned to me moot. HoveTer, my brother's ruiner 
and destroyer, and for no earthl.y 1eaaon., and tor no peraonal 
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necessi~y or profit-~that I surely baTe no IIOr&l eltliga-1• 
to be" _(p. 526). 
Although Winner feels, now, 11.ke a "11&11 al.one" (p.51a), 
this situation makes clear to him that his 11:re cannot take 
· take place in a vacuum, that he can 'be affected by the actiana 
of-others, tha~ his actions will affect them. That he does, 
und.er the stress o.f this situation, cane to realise what it 
means not to be the sole determiner of one'a !ate is made 
. apparent 1,y his sudden and complete understanding o~ hia 
father's words: "I'Te been among the luckiest of men •••• 
Maybe one in a thousand has had it happen to him. Clos• calla, 
sometimes ••• but I don't remember eTer once baTing to clo 
what I would have preferred not to do" (p.532). Winner himsell 
thinks: "And now, all these years later, I know at laet what he was talking about. The thrusts.or fate! Yea, lucky the 
aan" (p. 532). 
Winner can now include knowledge ot b1mael.f in his latcnr-
ledge or the world, but he is not yet ready to adopt a posi-
tion which he regaras as not only ille~al, but imaora1: 
•There's an honest course; and a course that isn't honeat 
• • • I cannot be party to doing what's dishones:t" (p.5~9). A~ain 
Julius Penrose questions the validity of Winner's rigid an, 
self-righteous posture. He asks Winner, in effect, what the 
al~ernatives would. actually entail. The "honest course" 
would enable Winner to maintain the heroic stance e! a:a inti .. 
Ticlual who stands aceewhat apart .. -above hia !ellewaea---an4 
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... who refuses to immerse himself in the aoral 11111,ipi~ 
which is part or the hum.an condition. The honest course 
woul.d a1so inTolTe bringing Hoah to trial and placi~ hia-
self and Julius in debt. The "dishonest course" involves 
accepting joint responsibility with Julius that M-oah 1 s irregular practices are not discovered, thereay g1Ying lleall time to square the accounts. 
This position, which Julius encourages Winner to aclop-, 
effectiYely summarises the main thrust of the novel. It implies that man must learn to liTe with uncertainty, 1.n .. 
eluting moral uncertainty. Far from ccnm.selling aban&omaent / 
'to chaos, however, there is an insistence that man can, by 
use ot his rational powers, move towards (but never achitrre) 
a tlegree of certainty and stability. lut Winner actB as 
though giving up one extreme means ad.optiq the other. Tbaa, "' 
although lloah's behavior OTer the years has been that or an hen.est man, in all other ways; to W:Jnnex;Noah's entire life has 'been a fraudo "How can a man do this, be thia? That caa• 
of Sutphin's last week--no, no, not for usJ Not perfectly honera'-le---dishonest intent; and a11 the time" (p.537). Similarly, Winner woniera how he can trust Julius, "whea I knew you knew this, and yet kept it fx 1om me" (p.537). In 
' effect he is saying, once we admit this uncertainty, do•• 
not admit f!JJ:. uncertainty? Do we not abandon ourselTea to the chaos of a world. in which no man can lte trusted. anti no trust can be •elieved in? The implication, Julius aJU5wera, ia unj11s1i. Perhaps Arthur, too, in aealing with h1•, baa 
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at t.iaes not told the wHle -tra.th. And in the ead, he sa11•na, geatly, perhaps it was for the best. Finally, Winner ia ' 
torced to abandon his pose or self-righteousness and to accept 
his own participation in the "human struggle," in wbi.cb 
all victeries are "forms of defeat 
W th~ second ~est• (p.116). . \" 
• • 
ArthuB Winner's thoughts dur·ing his walk boae 
tar he has come fran the complacent and detachea attitude 
in which he !elt so secure three days previously. From ie-
11eving that he eould rely upen reason to control the liTea 
of himself and others, and from belieTing that reason coultl (.,6-t'' impose an order on existence by laying down certain j_mmutable 
principles, he has come to understand that "the law, nothin~ but reason, took juQicial notice of man's nature ••• In ita 
wiadem, the law aim.ea only at certainty, coulti. not, ild DOt, 
really hope to get there" (p.5U) • 
Find.ing himself in a situation similar to thoae 1n wlltell 
he cemforted others, he now mocks the ease with which he gave 
ceunsel and the emptiness of his advice: "Evei:·ythj.ng you do 
mu.st be straight. Ne other way works, and there aren''t an:, 
exce,tions •••• Oh, indeed? To Helen, he said: I can tell 
you something else; these thin~s pass •••• Oh, they do, do 
they? None of this will be easy. • • • (Friend, you can s,ay 
_ that againl) He would patch grief with proverlts?" (p.54..2). 
Winner, at last, recognizes that he is not, hae not been, 
a man alone, alaOTe the uncertaintiea that aark the liTes or 
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others: "Yes; life which baa so UDfairly ser..ed ao ean7 
others, at last unfairly serves me--really, at long laatl ~ 
Haye I a complaint? HaTe I, or have I not, been shown a 
ciezen times those ro:nas or deEeat which are the kinda ot ' 
victory obtainable in life? ••• Assents to the aecencl 
~est, to the practical, the possible? 
. I said how easily to Helen : The question ia: 1fbat 'a now 
_ the reasonable thing to do? Is that hollow !riend, myselt, 
in spite of me to whine: I would; but I can't, I dare not, 
I don't knc,w how? Neyer; not ever! {lfeyer say never? Well, 
th~; not £or nowl)" (pp.5~3-544). 
-
Winner recognises that he must always remain iJl a aituatillll 
in which his actions have been limited by others. But his 
,.. final commitment to do what he can within the boune.s or th••• 
· ·>·._;_,-:.·:, limitations indicates, I believe, that his attitude, ana. the 
. -"'.· 
-
. 
. -·---~·· ' 
tone of the neTel, is not (as soae critics have suggested) 
eae of resignation, but one of acceptance.14 
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IV. lerseg: Part l 
,II, has longings, needs, aspirations which he is ineapa~l• 
of satisfying. This, I believe, defines the chief human limit.-
ation in the world of Herzog. Thus Herzog, who has attempted 
to live in accordance with his lofty aspirations, aske: "Ia 
this world nothing but a barren lump of coke? No, no, but what 
sometimes seems a system of prevention of what every human 
being knows" (p.352). And Herzog knows, for example, that aaa is, a creature "bursting with unrecognized needs, imperatives, desires for activity, for brotherhood, desperate with longin~a for reality, for Godn (p.256). Much of his life has been led 
in an attempt to prove that it is still poasible--in this ao41, .. 
.; 91-D/. technologized, post-war, "post-Christian" {p.294-), aociet~-
' 
I 
' to live without negating or s~crificing the impera~iYea of the heart.15 
External reality in the noyel is presented through H'erseg'a 
response to it, and his response often reveals that he ia more 
concerned with reactions of others to the world than he is with 
the world itself. This is indicative, on the one hand, or Her-
z.g 's involvement ~th b t ti d th th r hi 
w• a a rac ons, an on e o er o · . s / 
J belief that it is man's ideas which impose the severest limits 
- j Gn man. For instance, the sixteen year old Herzo~, rea~ing 1n 
. ._ :... 
'i, 
,. Spengler that "it was an age of spiritual exhaustion--all the 
old dreams were dreamed out," felt his heart n1nfected with 
ambition and the bacteria of vengeance" (p.286). "Resisting the 
~gument that scientific thought has put into disorder all con-
aid.erations based on yalue 
• • • Convinced that the extent of 
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uniyersal space does not destroy human value, that the realll 
or facts and that of values are not eternally seperated," Her-
zog conceived the idea that his life "would prove a different point altogethertt (p.133). 
Having accepted the responsibility o:f saYing h11manity troll itself, from its own ideas, he becomes entaged in intellectual 
work which will "pull the carpet from under all other scholars, 
· show them what was what, stun them, expose their triT4ality Qnce and for all~ (p.149). While takin~ into account the rey~ 
olutions of the Twentieth Century, the apocalypses of modern 
history, the major problems af modern existence, he will neTer• 
theless show how man can retain his belief in a transcende:nt 
view of h,nnan existence, rather tllan givin~ in, Clo failure and d.espair. ! 
·· And while'· in pursuit or his grand synthesis, Herzog ie deter-
..-: 
mined to impose meaning on his own life. With Daisy, his first 
wife, his life was "orderly, purposeful, lawfulfl (p.129), boring; 
and so he abandons Daisy and his mistress Sano (who was not ser-. 
- ious enough). In a relationship with Madeleine, H·erzog seeks ta 
reali.z~e his longings for the depth and range of feelin~ which 
characteriz:ed the worl<i of his childhoo«. hlieving in the po••• 
.\. of his love and kindness, his patience and virility, HEJr'Z.O~ feels 
that he can save the headstrong, deluded, lost and confused ao·uJt he s.ees in Madeleine. 
Having conceived a dream of "self-sufficiency and aolitude, 
. L. 
'·· 
gentlenes:s\l·:, (p.378), Hersog inTests his father's savings in a 
~.-1 
. ' 
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• 
house in Ludeyville, .Massachussetts--the ideal place, he be-
lieves, to pursue his scholarly work. "The husband--a beaut1--
~ f'ul soul--the exceptional wife, the angelic child and the per-
fec~ friends all dwelt in the ~erkshirea together. The 1 .. rned 
professor sat at his stuaies" {p.156). 
jut Herzog's. idealism collides with the reality he wakes up 
. 
to. 'l'he house, which he inspects .for the first time after the 
papers are signed "was unpainted,.. gloomy, with rotting Victorian 
ornaments" (p.150), crumbling plaster, shoddy foundations, leaky 
windows~ Thus, while mulling over ideas, Her~og muat act as care~ 
taker of the house which was to have been his retreat. And just 
as the reality of his house fails to match his bucolic ida.al, so 
his r~lationships with Madeleine and (;ersbat:h are characterized 
by discord and perfidy rather than love. In fights with Madeleine, 
Herzog attempts to act in accordance with his continuing belief 
in the powers of love and charity, despite the evidence that his 
benevolence and humility serve only to excite Madeleine's rage, 
t;o convince her of his passivity. Therefore, as he tries to 
pursue the work which will show men how to live, his own life 
falls apart. Oblivious to what is going on around him, Herzog 
a.eeks to _gain cont~l. of ideas while Madeleine and Gersbach 
gain control of his life. 
I 
The immediate action of the novel chronicles the perio4 or 
extreme crisis when Herzog, threatened by the failure of his 
O'lffl best intentions, nevertheless. attempts to sustain his be-
lief in man's potential, in man's worth. "What about all the 
'I 
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·tood I have in my heart--doesn't it mean anything? Is it 
· simply a joke? A false hope that makes a man fees the 1111111 
alD!#. of worth? ••• But this good is no phoney. I know it 
_/· isn't. I swear it" (p.254). But Eerzog feels that to support 
his affirmation of man, Qf life, he must-come to terms with 
and explain everything; especially, of course, those thi.ngs 
which tend to negate the value of life. 
'\ 
• 
( 
The letters he begins to write depict Herzog'a attempt to 
gain control of his world. He seeks to explain it, to impose 
an order on it, to derive an order frem the chaos of his own 
thoughts and feelings. In his letters, Herzog takes up the 
major (and minor) problems of the day, problems which do, 1n 
part, define the modern reality. 
He recognizes the multitude of conditions which, by impos-
ing excessive limitations on the individual, threaten tone-
gate the value of his existence and therefore of human life 
itself. Living-in a mass society, it is difficult to retaia 
a belief in one's own importance~ The mass devalues the in-
aivid.ualct But the society provides no community to aet as a 
meaningful alternative to individualism. So, while Herzog 
tights to retain his belief in the possibility of expressing 
pos·itive feelings and of establishing meaningful relationships, 
.he fears the "communion-~brotherhood in one of its cheapest 
forms• (p.218), which he feels, say, in the subway station as 
f his own hips help to polish the wooden turnstiles which innttm-
- ··?·,. erable millions or passengers polished with their hips. "°Thia 
.---i_ was serious, thought Herzog as he passed through. The more 
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. .. 1nd1.vi.duals are destroyed (by proeesaea 811Cb aa I know) the 
worse their yearning for collectivity. Worse, because they 
ret11rn to the aaas agitated, made fervent by their .failure. 
Not as brethren, but as degene:eates. Experiencing a raging 
iilliiiii. 
,'!IF"" 
consumption of potatg love" (p.218). Potato loT• to Her·sog 
·is an "amphorous, swelling, hungry, indiscriminate, cowardly• 
emotion. (p.115). While indicating a true need, it provides 
, only a poor substitute for brotherhood, love, communion. Its 
motivation is not love but a desire to be free of oneselt and 
engulfed by others. It is superficial enough to encompass 
everything and provide the potato lover with a rosy picture 
of a wor1d devoid of brutality. And it is, of courae, 
an en·.otion which threatens to become preTalent in a s.ocie~ 
which places no value on the quality of human existence 
and which minimizes the possibilities or tnie comnunication ltetween men. Herzog, contemptuous of the sentimentality in-
volved in such feelings, recognizes that he is a potato loTer. 
Then too, there is the urgency and magnitude or probl-s 
. which the individual cannot help but be awa.re o~, but ab011t. 
which he can, of course, do little. Thus men's desires to <lo good, . to be useful, sez·ve only to make tha.a. aware of their 
••• powerlessness .• In addition, the good which men ean achieTe is paltry when compared with the good that can be accoapli.shed 
· · lty technology. Of this problem, Herzog writes : "what intent ion-
al goodness can achieve (when the good are amateurs) becomes 
the question. Especially if, in the interests ot health, our 
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benevolence and love demand exercise, the creature being 
emotional, passionate, expressive, a relating animal" (p.324). 
Herzog must also contend with the discoveries of science, 
which make it difficult to retain a belief in the old concepts 
of what a human being is, which reduce man to a thin~. ~sycho-
.logists would defiae men as masses of instinct, physlcist!5 
,rould have it that men are simply masses. To a scientist who 
writes on entrophy ("'Being an unstable organization of matter, 
the body threatens to rush away from us. ±t leaves. It is real. 
It! Not wet Not Il) Herzog insists, l'Kevertheless, there are 
moral realitiean (pp.220-221). 
And Herzog cannot ignore in his rationalizations the bru~ 
tality of man's llistory, which in itself tends to deny the 
good. in man, · and makes meaningless the indi vidu~l 's stru~_glea, 
'~"' 
his pains: "What happened during the war abolished Father Her-
zog's claim to exceptional suffering.We are on a more brutal 
standard now, a new terminal standard, indifferent to persona. 
Part of the program of destruction into which the human spirtl 
has poured itself with energy, even with joy.~ •• So many 
millions, multitudes--go down in terrible pain. And at that, 
moral suffering is denied these days. Personalities are good 
only for comic relief. But I am still a slave to Papa's pa.ta. 
~His I bad such dignity• (p.184). 
Thus, despite the oppressive reality, Herzog continues ~o 
believe in man's dignity, continues to feel that man must da-
pese a certain dignity on existence. Ke rejects the commonly 
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.held idea that one must sacrifice one's "poor, squawking, 
niggardly individuality--which may be nothing anyway (from 
an analytic viewpoint) but a persistent infantile me~aloma.nia, 
or (from a Marxian point of view) a stirtki~ little bour~eois 
property--to historical necessity" (p.118). And Herzog still 
believes that it is not so much the reality of modern life 
that limits man, as man's responses to that reality. Having 
a knowledge of their own insignificance forced upon them, men 
take revenge upon themselves and humanity by endorsini the 
most niggardly conceptions of human life; but their hatrefi 
and contempt is, Herzog explains "based upon former concept.ions 
of human life or on images of man at present impossible to 
maintain" (p.203). 
The fact that we do have a mass society, that technology 
•. 
is rampant, science inh11mane, suggests that there is a cer-
tain logic to men's negativism, which, however, has been ear-
riea to an excess. Herzog, rejecting the excess, also (at times) 
,-.· . rejects the logic, thereby failing to re·co~nize particular 
limitationa. That there was, in fact, a war in which oyer twenty 
. ( 
million people were slaughtered, must establish limitations 
on one who tries to set up a moral ideal • 
But the chief limitation defined by the war, by brutality, 
a-y the existence of evil, is one imposed on the human intellect. 
' Bellow's point, I believe, is that man can know what he ~can \ . 
no longer--or not j'et intellectually account." 16 He can, as 
Herzog does, know that he wants to live and that he wants lite 
• 
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to continue. Despite the degree of truth in the rleions or 
darkness and evil, man's experience tells him that there ia 
more to life than such visions allow. In attemptint to encoa .. 
pass life in intellectual constructions, men have falsifiej • 
simplified, distorted. Herzog recognizes this about the con-
structions of others: "We mustn't forge~ how quickly the rl~ 
sions of genius become the canned goods of intellectuals •••• 
I can't accept this foolish dreariness. We are talkin~ about 
the whole life of mankin«·. The subject is too ~reat, too deep 
for s~ch weakness, cowardice--too deep, too great" (p.96), 
yet he, to~ attempts to explain life. 
The old conceptions of the self, of man, are no longer rel-
evant, and Herzog finds the modern conceptions untenable. Con-
sequently, he seeks to define a meaningful alternative to a 
' proud withdrawal into subjectivity or a total abdication to 
the masses. He agrees with "Hulm.e's attack on the introductioa 
by the Romantics of Perfection into human thin~a" (p.161), 
yet it is clear that iife sympathizes with Romanticism insofar 
as it has "preserved the poetic, philosophical, and reli~ioua 
teachings, the teachings and records of transcendence and the 
most generous ideas of mankind" (p.204), during a period of 
B1$.jor scientific and technical transformation. Trying to far ... 
ther justify his views, he writes: "I do not see what we can 
answer when'Tuoussea'1! saya 'Je sens mon couer et je connaie 
les hommes'ft (p.161). 
It becomes clear tha:t the pervasiveness or nihiliaa which 
,~:-.-:· 
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!f. 
aeeaa to permeate all leTels of society and all aspeeta 
of modern thought, has become the most pressing and threat, .. 
ening aspect of the modern condition with which Herzog attmrapta 
-to cope • 17 "Everybody was in the act. • • • The Tery Himmel-
steins, who bad neTer eTen read a book of metaphysics, were 
touting the Void as if it were so much salable real estate. 
• •• truth is only true as it brings down aore disgrace and dreari-
ness on human beings, so that if it shows anything except 
evil it is illusion, and not truth" (p.118). Herzo~, then, 
in his efforts to expose the error or this Tiew, battles 
against historians, philosophers, scholars, personal rela~iona, 
and himself. 
Again, it is important to eapbaeise that lell.., doea not 
exclude from his portrait of modern lire those :ta.ctora which f'-, 
lead indiTiduals to attitudes of nihilism and despai.r. lut 
berth he and Herzog insist that it is too easy to endorse peaai-. 
mism. Nevertheless, pictures of unsatisfied li.!e abound. 
Bwaan relationships in the book do not seem to work, particu-
larly between husbands and wives, parents and children. The 
difficulty of finding satisfaction for the most baaic emotional 
needs has led one character to find a meaniag.tul relation-
ship with···a monkey. Others, "lonely people in New Tork, alnl~ 
up in their reems, had taken to calling the police for relier. 
Send a squad car, :for the love or God! Send aomeonel Put•• 
,_ ill the leckup with somebodyt Save••· Touch••· C111e. SOile .. 
•••--please com.eJ• (p.250). 
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To satisfy their needs, aost or Bellow's characters ha.Te 
become actors, '\filling to adopt whatever role ia neceaaary 
to exploit a given situation. Even so, Bellow (and at timea, 
Herzog), is aware that human beings cannot totally be explained 
by the roles they ad.opt, nor by the hypocrisy and ruthlese-
ness man~tested in their behavior. As he ~oea into church with 
Madeleine, for example, Herzog ebseryea how "she put her hand 
in the font and crossed herself, as i! she'd been doin~ it 
all her life. She'd learned that in the morles, probably. 
lut the look of terx·ible eagerness and twisted perplexity and 
appeal on her face--where did that come from?" (p.tl). JtM.ade-leine genuflected in· the aisle. Only it was more than a genufiee.-
tion. She sank, she cast herself down, she wanted to epread her-
sell on the fioor and press her heart to the boards--he rec-
ognized that" (p.82). At mcnents, then, with Madeleine, as witll Tennie, Herzog is aware of "the layers and layers or rea.lity .. .-leathsoaeness, arrogance, deceit and then--God help us alil--
tru.th as well" (p.137). And these perceptions help to supp·o.rt 
his aelief that those who have defined :man haTe not ta.k .. illte 
account the complexity and mystery of hmla.n bein.gs. 
However, it is j~st this com~lexity that Herzog elf baa 
not dealt with. Whereas others have gone to one extraae 1a 
concentrating 9nly on those things vhi ch degrade man, Her soc 
has often gohe to the oppesite pole in re:fu8in~ to reco~ise 
hypocrisy and deceit. All the while, he is surrounded by char-
acters who do endorse niggardly conceptions of man. Like H1•-
aels'tein, who says that tacts are nasty and who prides himse.l.~ 
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on being able to face, and equal, the brutality of the world, 
most of the characters in the novel abdicate responsibility for moral action. Himmelstein tells Herzog that "we're all 
whores in this: world" ('p.109), and that it is in fact nec-
essary to be a whore. With this belief he can easily justify 
his own behavior,, as when he finds it expedient to en~a~e in 
shyster law firm tactics. ~n the other hand,there are charac~ 
.. ters like G;ersbach or Madeleine who pay verbal tribute to 
erotherhood, love, honesty, but who let their actions show how 
meaningless they believe such concepts are. Few of the char-
acters seem to possess reason& for acting out of any motive 
othe1· than self interest. In short, they fail to behave as 
Herzog, seeking morality, believin~ in goodness, would haye 
\ t-hem. So: (]ersbach, in the guise of trusted friend, betrays 
him: Tennie, the concernea}mother, exploits him: Madeleine, 
the exceptional wife, deceives him. The list can, of course, 
• 
be expan,aed to include virtually all of Herzog' a relationships. Acting as they do, these characters begin to ~ive reality 
to the niggardly conceptions of the world against which Herzog battles. In failing to acknowledge this, Herzog, like Arthur Winner. is unable to correctly gauge the limitations which 
his own actions must, of necessity, contend with • 
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IV. Herseg: Part 2 
I love little pussy, her coat is so warm 
And if I don't hurt her, she'll do me no hana. 
I'll sit by the fire and ~ive her eome food, 
And pussy will love me because I am ~ood. (p.148) 
Wa.th this nursery rhyme Herzog a11m.marizea the philosophy 
he has lived by and his view of the world. Despite the sim~ 
plification, the rhyme is fitting. He has lived in a world 
of the mind, encompassed by ideas of truth, goodness, justice; 
a world predicated on the existence of a moral order, a worli 
amenable to control. Goodness is returned with goodness. 
love with love; charity and honesty are rewarded. Having 
abolished evil, misery, injustice, and cruelty, Herzog has 
created a world in which he can feel secure. 
He cherishes this dream world beyond any reaaonable 11.mita, 
and this naturally leaves hi·s expectations in an unrealized 
state. When Madeleine tells him to lea.Te, "it had never en--
tered Herzog's mind to stand his ground. He still thought per~ 
kps that he could win by the appeal of passivity, of person-
ality, win on the ground of being, a~er all, Moses--Moaea 
Elkanah Herzog--a good man, and Madeleine's particular ben-
efactor. He had done everything for her--everything!" (p.18). 
Awakened to what he had not previously taken into account--
that others live by an entirely different set of rulea--Herzo~ 
feels embittered and lost. He reacts by a constant and frenetic 
.. nurs~ of intellectual activity, trying, on the one hand, 'to 
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keep at bay the reality he feels threatened by, on the other 
to think his way through to a better understanding of the •orld. As Her~og later admits, he is unable to understand people 
unless they behave according to his version of how human beings 
should behave, according to his version of what human beings 
are: nr· go after reality with language. Perhaps I'd like to 
,-r 
,li,l 
change it all to language, to force Madeleine and Gersbach 
to have a Conscience •••• I must be tryin~ to keep ti~ht 
the ten~ions without which human beings can no longer be 
called human. I.f they don't suffer they've gotten away froa 
me. And I've filled the world with letters to prevent their 
escape. I want them in human form, and so I conjure up a 
whole environment and catch them in the middle" (pp.332-333). 
Thus, Herzog's letters to personal relations articulate 
his attempt to regain mastery over a world which has "~otten 
away from" him. 1Seyond that, his letters to friends make clear 
his desire to justify his own behavior and to revenge himself 
on those who have betrayed him. Through reTenge he hopes to 
make others recognize that they have been wrong, that he has 
acted properly. In this way, too, he will achieve justification. 
Initially, then, Herzog's vision of the past is restricted by his belief that he has been innocent, others guilty. He 
' has been good, they have been wicked. That he has been an 
inconsiderate husband, twice--removing his city oriented wiTee to the country in order to pursue his own work, for example---
·does not occur to him. His letter to Zelda, with its barely 
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concealed accusations and its unconcealed bitterness, ia 
typical: "As long as I was Mady's good husband, I was a 
delightful person. Suddenly, because Madeleine decided that 
she wanted out--suddenly, I was a mad dog •••• But you 
knew what she was up to • • • and I now know that you helped 
your niece" (p.48). "Of' course if you considered me dangerous 
it was your duty to lie. 
• • • Female deceit, though, is a 
deep subject. Getting in on it • • • Anyway, Zelda, I see 
-
you had tremendous pleasure, double excitement, lying troa 
an over~lowing heart" (p.55). 
ant, as Herzog writes, he also remembers, and his me11oriea 
serve to give a fuller picture of the past. Gradually, though 
his accusations continue, and though he often adopts a more 
self-righteous pose in his letters than in his thou~hts, he 
begins·to perceive the inadequacy of his view towards his } 
own behavior and towards the world. He realizes that his 
chosen innocence in itself makes him culpable. This awakenin~ 
self-awareness develops as tha novel progresses.1g While Her-
zog accuses others of deceiving him, which they have, the part 
he has played in that deception becomes increasingly clear. 
J.ust as Arthur Winner failed to perceive the meaning of Noah's 
actions, Herzog has chosen not to see what is clearly evAdent 
from Madeleine's and G·ersbach's behavior. Aa Asphalter says, 
ti took it for granted because your intelligence is so high-.. 
• 
way off the continuum--tll&.t you knew something or suspected•(p.5a). ht Herzog, insistently refusing to know evil, baa not --
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peeted their betrayal, eTen whe• Gers\aeh, preparing to aeet Madeleine in Boston, comes to pick up her diaphra~. Like Winner, Herzog is teo lfillinc to accept an interpretation 
wlli eh is in accord with the way he wishes things to lae. 
When Madeleine, who had ~ood reaaon to !ear bein~ follttWeel, '"' 
accuses hill of hiring a priTate detective, he gladly belieTea 
Edvig's explanation that this was a "paranoid episode." If 
Madeleine is sick, Herzog must take care of her: "Towar,d the 
sick, Meses was always especially eompaasionate" (p.73). 
Herzog wishes to act out the qualities he reyerea aut which he feels are deni~ated in the modern world. There 18, as 
Bellow shows, a large degree or e~otism in this attitude: Her-
zog hi•self will show that geod exists, that moral actions 
need not be suspect. But in his relationship with Madeleine, it aecomea difficult for him to justify his behaTior on moral grounds. Rather than showing true humility, for exB.llple, he 
comes to feel that his conduct reTeala "idiotic paesiTity or 
asoehistic crawling or cowardice ••• terrial• decadence" (p.S,). His egotism :manifests itself in other ways, too. He place• 
a censtm.erallle burden on others by always asking for their help amd support (as though they did not ha.Te need of their 
own). Be coaes to aelieve "that people who harmed •• we1•e iner-t fering with a great experim.entn (p.l.34,). "All he asked, it 
seemed te him, was a bit 0£ cooperation in his efforts, bane-fitting everyone, to work toward a meanin~ful life" (p.154). 
lut Herseg, in effect~ abdicates the respensibili~.Y or ca.ri•I 
• 
,. 
for himself. If he is good and oltedient, ethers will take 
over. Consequently, although he hates the "victim bit," 
Herzog wakes himself a victim by placing him.self in others' . 
hands. He writes to Sandor Himmelstein: "I left you aoney tor 
an emergency. You turned it all over to Madeleine to buy 
clothes. Were you her lawyer, or mine?" And then he think•, 
"I might have understood, from the way he spoke of hia feaale 
clients and assaulted all the men. But my God! haw did I get 
into all of that? •• • I must have wanted such absurd things 
to happen to me •••• Revenged with hate on my own proud 
inanities" (p.115)0 
As Herzog has been used, manipulated, exploited, ao·-teo 
he has used others, though less consciously, leaa aalicioualy. 
And gradually he also be~ins to comprehend this. I believe 
'that ·his decision not to stay at the Vineyard, not to exploi·t 
the affection of Libbie, must be 8een as a positive action 
which reveals his effort not to act as he bas so o!'ten 
in the past. He now sees that tryin~ to relieve him!lel:f or hia 
burden of selfhood by sharin~ hi8 troubles is both futile 
and destructive. Involved as he is with his own problems, he 
is unable to opeb. to others, unable to engage in m'eaning!ul 
dialogue. 
Just as Herzog comes te realise that he baa used others, 
his feelings in other ways make it lllposaible for him to 
sustain a belief in the purity of his own heart. The objee .. 
tiYe pose he tries to maintain in his letters is at times 
sllattered by a truer perception ot hia purpeae. To the Mon.~ 
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signor who converted Madeleine, he claims that he is not r 
writing "with the purpose of exposing Madeleine or attacki.ng 
.. ~ you. I simply believe you may be interested to find out what 
may happen, or actually does happen, when people v,lant to saTe 
themselves from • • • I suppose the word is nihilism• (p.129). 
-Later, he tears the letter up, knowing that what he has written 
is untrue: "He despised the Monsignor, wanted to murder Made-
leine. Yes:,, he was capable of killing her• (p.192}. Accordingly. 
it becomes increasingly difficult for Herzog to maintain hie 
Tiew af the world, which is inextricably bound to his view 
·' J 
of his own goodness. In both, he has attempted, 1!Uite unrealie~ 
t~c~lly, to shut out evil. After cr~ticizin~ Shapiro's 
p . ,aasimistic views, ft.erzog turns on himself: "Do not deceiye 
yourself, dear Moses Elkanah, with childish jingles and Mother 
G'o·o.se ••• Shapiro's snarling teeth, his salivating greed, 
the dagger of an ulcer in his belly give him true insights, 
too. fountains of human blood that sguirted from freeh graves! 
Limitless massacre? I never understood it!• (p.99) • 
And Herzog, writing the Monsignor, thinks: "The actua1 
world, to say nothing of the infinite universe, demanded a 
sterner, a real masculine character" {p.l..47-14!). He conclude• 
his letter by writing out, for his own use, one of his 
daughter's favorite nursery rhymes: •1 love little pussy. her 
eoat is so warm ••• " 
In his letters, Herzog takes the position of one who baa 
answers (or, at least, one who knows that other's anawera 
·' . 
• 
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~ ( are wrong). But as he writes he begins to question why he 
should accept the awesome responsibility for solving the 
problem of the world's coherence. Yet he continues to try 
and explain the world, continues to laltor under the delusion 
that 'he can arrive at total comprehension u.ntil, witnessing 
a scene which is totally incomprehensible to himr he is 
forced to aban4on his attempt to rationalize. 
.. 
Ostensibly, Herzog is in court waiting for Si.mkin, but 
be offers an additional axplanation for being there: "There 
were people, Simkin, for instance, of Himmelstein, or Dr. 
Edvig, who believed that in a way Herzog was rather simple 
• • • Simkin seemed to see him as he saw that sickly innocent girl, 
the epileptic cousin whom Madeleine supposedly injured. Young 
Jews, brought up on moral principles as Victorian ladies were 
on pianoforte and needlepoint • • • And I have come here today 
for a look at something different. That evidently ie my purpose• (p.283). In court, Herzog is confronted with an act so senseless, 
so brutal, that it defies his attempts to understand, or to 
ass'ign it a place in his moral universe. "~iith a.11 his might .... 
mind and heart--he tried to obtain somethint for the murdered 
child. lut what? How? He pressed himself witr1 intensity, but 
'all his might' could get nothing for the buried boy. 
• • • 
What if he felt moved to cry? Or pray? 
• • • And what waa there 
in modern, post • • • post-Christian America to pray for? 
Justice--justice and mercy? And pray away the monstrouaneaa 
or life, the wicked dream it was?• (p.294). 
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Obviously, it is at this point that Hersog's rlaioa of 
the world is at its blackest. Momentarily at least, facing 
evil, his view is as bleak as any of the reality teachers. (And Arthur Winner wonders how he can ever believe Juliua, 
eyer bel:t.eve anything again, once he knows that neither Roab 
ner Julius has been totally honest with him.) Sane critics 
note that Herzog is spurred to go to Chicago now bec.ause e! 
the identification he makes between the loTera in court whe 
murdered the child, and Madeleine and Gersbach, whom he feels 
are hurting June.19 But it is 1.Japortant to see that Herzo~ 
does not make any conscious identification; he stops tryi.ag 
to reason, and simply surrenders to his feelin~s, lettin~ 
them take over. "The decision to go to Chica~o was not re.ached; 
it simply ar:rived" {p.295). And though Herzog has no consciously formulated plan, he acts with decided purpose. He ~oes te 
Taube's, gets the gun, driTes in his rented car to the house 
on Harper Avenue. At Taube 1 s, he sees himaelf throu.~h her eyes, 
eyes which perceive the change that has taken place: "She 
sensed that he was strongly agitated, missed his habitual 
Tagueness, the proud air of abstraction in which M.E. Herzog, 
Ph.D., bad once been clothedo Them days is gone foreTer" (p.JOl). Aetually, though Herzog is not--for the moment at least-.. 
concenied with the higher questions of life, and though he ia 
ready to take direct action, he is etill lllTolved with abstrac-. 
tiens, if in a different way than before. 
It is only by abstracting certain qualities and !eelinga 
from. ais own aad from Madeleine an.d Gerabacb'a beings that ae oaa 
... 
\' 
1 
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picture himself as a man able to kill "with a clear con-
sciencen (p.Jll), and that he can see them as so wicked, 
so threatening, they deserve to be killed. 8ut the moaent 
he is able to watch "the actual person giving an actual 
bath, the reality of it, the tenderness of such a buffoon 
to a little child, his intended violence turned into theater. 
into something lu9-icrous" (p.316}. "There were two bullets ·-_-/ 
in the chamber •••• but they would stay there. Herzog 
clearly recognized that" {p.315). 
Thus- he has been purged of his one-sided vision of goodness 
and of his (momentarily) one-sided vision of evil: like ,.lfinner, 
he has moved closer to a view of reality which is less ordered, 
less controllable, less subject to rationalization. 
Still, Herzog' s new understanding is incomplete. s·eei.ng 
Phoebe Gersbach, whom he hopes will help him get possession 
of June, he is again forced to confront the discrepancy 
between his ideal standards and the actual behavior of people. 
P'heobe, aware for years of what was happening, should have 
said something; she should have acted out of compassion for 
Herzog, as in the same situation he would have done for her: 
"I wouldn't have been so indifferent if I saw the same thing 
happening to you" (p.320). But Pheobe denies having any respoa-. 
sibility for Herzog's refusal "to understand the system other 
people live by. Your ideas get in the way. 
• • • I couldn't 
do anything for you. Especially last year. I was aeeing a 
psychiatrist, and he advised me to keep away. To keep alllly 
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·'' 
from you, most of all from you and all your trouble •••• I'm not strong enough" (p.J20). 
When Herzog asks for fe.r help in the present, Phoebe asks bluntly what he can do for her. Indicative of how far Herzog'a 
mental attitude has come is the fact that he accepts her 
position, despite the obvious emotional and moral weaknes!f it embodies. He is asking that she give up her husband, her home, her role in life; in return he can offer nothin~. And 
.Herz-og not only acknowledges her realistic, practical attitude, he can accept Phoebe as she is: nThere was a softer kindliness in HerZ'og's expression,. not often seen •••• H·e drew her 
eloser arid kissed her on the head. 'You' re right, this was 
an unnecessary visitt" (p.323) • 
'mlere is an obvious parallel here between H:erz-og and Winner. l'oth have tried to impose ideas on reality, to make life and people conform to their own beliefs, live up to their own idealistic standards. When people have failed to do ,so (Noab, Julius.), or when th·ey have refused to do so (Madeleine, a·ers--bach}, both have felt bitter and betrayed. Only when they can 
admit that the fault lies not totally with h11manity but with 
themselves, with their own intellectual pictures· of the world, 
are they able to feel the true compassion (which Herz·og, for 
example, feels for Phoebe),1 that understands weakness. 
Having been forced to abandon the pose of self-righteous 
-innocence, Herzog proves unable to justify certain actions. 
.. 
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Yet once he has :faced the worst in himself, and haa acknowledged ~ 
the total inadequacy of his view of the world, Herzo~, no 
longer needing to shut things out, is able to move towards a 
truer acceptance of himself and lite. It is an acceptance 
which has· no need of arguments, of explanations. Receptive now 
to the complexity of life he sees how meaningless such explana-
tions are. His.thoughts, when he leaves Phoebe's, indic;J.te 
the movement away from his previous position, away from the 
belief that it is necessary to intellectualize everythin~. 
~Having discovered that everyone must be indulgent with bu.Itg-
ling child-men, pure hearts in the burlap of innocence, and 
willingly accepting the necessary quota of conaaquent lies. 
he had set himself up with his emotional goodies--truth, friend-.... 
ship, devotion to children .. . • and potato love. So much we 
now know. But this--even this--is not the whole story, either. 
It only begins to approach the start of true consciousness. 
The necessary premise is that a man is somehow more than hia 
. 'characteristics~ ,~ .. a]l the emotions, strivings, tastes, and 
-
• A 
. -
constructions which it pleases blm to call 'My Life.' We 
have ground to hope that a life is something more tr1.an a 
cloud of particles, mere factacity. Go through what is coa-
prehensible and you conclude that only the incomprehensible 
gives any light'' (p.325). Later, he tells .A .. sphalter: "H11man 
life is far subtler than any of its models, even hhe] ingenious 
<Jerman modelsn (p.332). 
That this is so is, of course, what Herzog has learned • 
Adhereing to his own ideas about life, he has been incapable 
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0£ dealing with the everyday complexities of reality. Bat 
. Herzog's behavior after his automobile accident testifies to 
f 
his new strength~ and to his perception that the weakness or 
depentience which had characterized much of his former b el1a rlor 
:n·had no further utility" ( p .34 7). At the police stat ion, he 
"made a special effort to keep a neutral look--no defiance~ 
no special pleating ••• He remembered that he once believed 
in the-appeal of a direct glance ••• one human being silently 
o~p:ening his heart to another. • • • Swear dreams, those I If" 
he Vied looking into his eyes, the sergeant would throw the 
book at himn- (p.358). When Madeleine enters and tries t.o make 
him look as bad as possible, fferzog accept~ responsibility 
ror having put himself in a position where she can do so. 
And later, with his brother, Herzog refuses the protection 
which formerly he would have craved. 
Herzog's earlier divorce from reality and his beh.avior were 
often based on an idealized perception of the world. By rejectiag 
the validity of his past responses, he shows that he is ready 
to pass beyond the world of his mind, and to live in the world 
\,, as it is. 
During the few days that he spends at Ludeyville, the last 
round of letters he writes contain little of his former 
vehemence. Instead, most of them are ~xpressions of the peace 
he has achieved. It is a peace which derives not from having 
answers, but from having reached a state in which answer5 are 
no longer necessary. His own (and otherst') explanations, or 
. att~pted explanations, have convinced him that man' a i.ntellect 
"· 
eannot begin to comprehend the mystery of man. The beat 
argument against despair is that men desire to liTe. 
"l look at myself and see chest, thighs, feet--a. head. 
This strange organization~ I know it will die. And inside~~ 
something, something, happiness • , • 'Thou moveat me.' 
That leaves no choice. Something produces intensity, a holy 
feeling, as oranges produce orange, as grass green, as birds 
heat. Some hearts put out more love and some less of it, 
presumably. Boes it signify anything? There are those who aay 
this product of hearts is knowledge. 'Je sens mon couer et 
je connais les hommes.' ••• I couldn't say that, for sure. 
My face teo blind, my mind too limited, my instincts too n.ar1row. 
But this intensity, doesn't it mean anything? Is it an idiot 
joy that makes this anima1, the most peculiar animal of all, 
exclaim something? And he thinks this reaction a si~n, a proof 
of eternity? And he has it in his breast? But I have no ar~-
ments to make abeut it. 'Thou movest me.' 'But what do vou .. 
want, Herzog?' 'But that's' just it--not a solit-a.ry thin~. I 
8111 pretty well satisfied to be, to be just as it is willed, 
and for a~ long a I may remain in occupancy" (p.4.14). 
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The final positions of Winner and Herzog are similar 
in that both accept the limited powers of the human intel~ 
lect. Both realize that their attempts to achieve total 
understanding, to explain everything, to assert control 
over the irrationality of the world, were doomed from the 
start. Both perceive that their behavior has often been 
based on int~llectual conceptions of the world that were IJf'erly 
simplified and idealistic. They are ready to admit a dimension 
of complexity to reality which they had previously ignored, 
and they are prepared to live in a world in which the only 
certainty is that there are no answers. ' 
There is, however, an important difference. Winner concedes 
defeat to the "timeless, the golden figures on feelings for-
ever winning side" (p.344). tt~ accepts that which he can do 
nothing about: the irrationality in the world and in man, a.n.d 
for Winner this means admitting what man cannot do. He sees 
the limitations placed upon reason as limitations placed upon 
man, for reason remains, in his eyes, man's most admirable 
quality. 
.. 
· For Herzog- on the other hand, acknowledging that man's 
intellectual powers are limited means only that one can never 
succeed in defining what man is, what life is. Fre~d, therefore, from the burden of attempting to arrive at such definitions, 
Herzog can at last open himself to life, and to the emotional 
q:derstanding that life is more than men's explanations~llf 1~. 
And for_ Herzog, though not for Winner, this is cause for 
celebration. 
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Foqtnate1 
1 JaMa Gould Cozzos, !l:, Love Pos~eis.e.d. (Oramndch, Conn.: Fawcett Publications, 1957). Quotations in the te.xt 
from this edition will be identified by page n.llllbera in 
parenthesis. 
2 Saul Bellow, Her~og (Greenwich, Conn.: Fawcett 
Puhlications, 1961). Quotations in the text frca this eclition 
will be identified by pa~e numbers in parenthesis. ) Albert Cam.us, The Fall, trans. Justin O'lrieD (-•w York: Vintage, Knopf, 1956), pp.132, 135. 
4 David Galloway, in ffifhe Absurd Man as Picaro: 
The lioTels ef Saul Bellow," TSLL, vi ( Summer 1964), 226 .. 2541 discusses Herzog from the viewpoint of the absurd man. 
'5 Albert Camus, The ~yth 2l. S1syp.hus., trans. Juatia O'Brien (New York: Vintage, Knopf, 1955), p.16. 6 Bessie Michaels, "What's the Best Way to LiTe: 
A Study or the IIovels ot Saul lellew," Dias. Lehigh UniTereity 1969, p.59. 
7 Earl Rovit, Saul ••llow (Minneapolis: UDiTen1•y et 
Minnesota Press, 1967), p .11. 01 
8 Of this aovement, Teny Tanner, in Sfl!Y. ••1121 {Lendon: Oliver & loyd, 1965), p.6t, writes: "At first 
sight, the meaning or the book might seem to be the a1111 ot 
all the dozens or ideas that course through Herzo~'a mind. 
Ye1i a more careful view reveal a deeper, subtler intent. TM 
lteok moTea :trOll a c•rroaive restlessness to a point or 
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t.,porar., rest, and the most important meaning liea 1JI 
that actual movement: the internal labor fina:lly giyee ••7 te a_glimpse of peace." 
9 Saul Bellow, aa quoted by Joseph Epatei.n, •s..u1 lellew ef Chicago," New York Times Ma~azine, May 9, 1971, p.13. 10 As part of his criticism that Cozzens triee to 
absorb more material than he can handle, Irving Howe, "Ja11111a Gould Cozzens: Novelist of the Republic," The New Republ,ic,, Jan. 20j 195!, p.16, writes: "One repeatedly aaks--Wby is thie incident here?--Why are we given the details about the hcmo-
sexuality of the man who plays the organ? Why do we need te know about the childhood of Winner's repressed secretary, or the sordid affair o:f her brother? Is any principle of selection, of controlled intelligence here?" All of these question!!! are, I believe, easily answered. The material on Helen's childho,od, for example, serves several obvioue purposes in the novel. Aside for providing a background which aids in the develop-
ment of Helen's character, the death of her parents, as I baTe tried to show, illustrates a major ther.o.e of the novel; man's helplessness in the face of forces which are beyond his under-
standing or control. Helen's reaction to their death is aleo pertinent to a main theme; aan'e attempt to escape from the tacts of life--..in this case, death, which Helen equates rlth 
sex. Finally, Winner's recollection of the scene addn to hia 
characterization. Unfortunately, there are few balanced re-Tiews of BX LoTe Possessed, and Howe'9 discussion of the noTel is, it seems to me, a good exawp1e of one whi.ch takes the 
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basic premise ;hat it is necessary -to denigrate eyery 
aspect of the noTel. 
11 This contrast is augt;ested by Frederick Bracher, 
in The Novels of JJ3=!!!r8§. G2ul.d Co,zz.epa, (Hew York: Harcourt, 
Brace, 1959), p.101. 
12 H.J. Mooney Jr., Jame§ Gould Co;.zen§ (Pittsburgh: 
Univ. of Pittsburgh Press, 1963), p.150. 
13 John Ward, "James Gould Cozzens and the Condition 
of Modern Man," American Scholar, 27 (Winter 1957), p.93. 14 See, £or example, Dwiiht MacDonald, nay Cozzens 
Possessed," CpmrnentflJ.7
1
, 25 (Jan. 195t), p.19; Ho,~e, p.19. 
-
15 See David Galloway, "Moses, Bloom, Herzog: Bellow'• 
EYeryman," SoR, 2 (1966), 68. 
16 Robert Detweiler, Saul :e.~l+acm: A .c~;xi;ca.1 E§§IX (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1967), p.16. 
l7 Herzog's very need to struggle against nihi.11811 
supports the view, I belieTe, that the book reveals not a 
"fatuous optimism" but a "tenaciousness a~ainst death." 
To•y Tanner, Saul Bellow (London: Oliver & Boyd, 1965), p.21. 
See also Detweilerj Pe-36; Howard Harper, Desperat.e Faith (Chapel Hill: Univ. of North Carolina, 1967), p.61. For the 
opposite view, see John Aldridge, "The C(lUlplacency of Hersog,• 
Sau1 Bellow and. the P.ri.ti cs, ed. Irvi.nt; Malin ( New Tork, 
B.Y.Uc Press, 1967l, p.210; Richard Poirier, "Bellowa te 
Hersog,n Partisan Review, 32 (Sprin~ 1965), 268. 
l! A nUDl'ber of critice discuss Herzog as underpiJIC 
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aom • sort or internal change, as progressing t1U1 one 
state to another. See, for example, Peter Axthelm, The ~Ka Confessional Novel (Bew Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1967); 
Suzanne Uphaus, "From Innocence to Experience: A Study or 
Herzog," The Dalhousie Review, 46 (Spri~ 1956); John Clayton, Saul Bellow {Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 196,8). 
Earl Rovit, however, maintains that the "silence which rea,a 
at the end of &he novel] is the identical silence out of 
which the novel began. In between nothing has happened" (p.24). 
"Moses Herzog ends as he begins" (p.25). "The seminal ima~e 
in all Bellow's £iction is not the image of a man seeking 
but of a man brooding in the midst of his solitude" (p.22). 
I will try to support the interpretation that Herzo~ is 
engaged in a search, though it is an internal one. He seeka, 
and I believe attains, a greater understandini and a truer 
perception of himself and the world, Therefore, 1.naetar •• 
his attitude changes, something does happen. 
See, for example, Tanner, p.94; Keith Opdahl, T'1t 
Bov~ls .2t. Saul Bellow {University Park: Penn State UniY. 
Press, 1967), p.151. 
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